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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Mrs. Orville Fulcher of
Murray route three writes in to
tell us that her son Vernon
Fulcher served in the BB with
the First Army Engineers. Also
her son-in-law Bud Myers who
was with the Third Army
Engineers.
Some lady from Marshall
County calls to ask if the
Murray stores were having
their sales this week. We told
her yes mam they are in full
swing so come on over. Said she
intended to.
Our thanks to Miss Valerie
Harrison for some information
on the annonymous theme we
ran the other day with the
contemporary title "Prophet of
Dune".
Miss Harrison
researched this and called to
say that it was an annonymous
essay that was found within the
past two years in Baltimore
inside St. Paul's Cathedral. The
words are over 400 years old
she said and are intended to be
universal advice for all
mankind. The real title is
"Desiderata" which means in
Latin "things needed and
desired". Thanks to you Miss
Harrison for this enlightenment. She says she saw a
poster with this essay on it and
it was illustrated with the
silhoutte of a man walking
along a sand dune, one would
think, in deep meditation.

Congratulations to Joe Pat
Winchester on his move to
larger and nicer quarters.
A young lady sat next to a
distinguished bishop at a church
dinner. She was somewhat
modest and diffident, and was
rather awed by the bishop's
presence. For some time she
hesitated to speak to him,
waiting for what she considered
a favorable opportunity.
Finally, seeing some bananas
passed she turned to him and
said."
"I beg your pardon, but are
you fond of bananas?"
"What did you say?"
"I said," repeated the young
lady, blushing, "are you fond of
bananas?"
The bishop thought for a
moment, and then said
"If you want my honest
opinion, I have always
preferred the oldfashioned
nightshirt."

The Weather
Jackson Purchase
Chance of rain by evening.
Warmer with rain and chance
of a few thunderstorms tonight
and Thursday. Lows tonight 38
to 43. Highs Thursday 55 to 60.
Outlook for Friday —mostly
cloudy and colder.
Kentucky Forecast
Occasional rain Thursday
with a few thunderstorms
spreading over the state and
little change in temperatures.
Highs Thursday mainly in the
50s. Lows tonight in the 30s to
40s.
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Occasional light rain in Eastern Kentucky ending Friday.
(leering west Friday and over
the state Saturday. Continued
fair Sunday. Cooler Friday
through Sunday. Lows in the
30s Friday dropping into the
low and mid 20s Sunday. Highs
in the 40s and low 5(ks Friday
dropping into the 30s by Sunday.
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Come to think of it,
meditation is almost a lost art
today with the accent on the
satisfaction of the physical
senses. When most people start
to meditate today, they start
feeling sorry for themselves
and their lot in life, and how ill
they
are treated by those
around them and society in
general.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Gov. Wendell Ford has abolished the job of state Curator Larry S. Perkins, a former aide to
Gov. Louie B. Nunn, and transferred his duties to the Kentucky Heritage Commission.
Ford's directive said the
move will stay in effect pending approval by the 1972 General Assembly.
Perkins was made curator in
the waning weeks of the Republican administration at a
salary of $18,000 per year.
The "cold war" over the appointment 1Jegan a week ago
when Ford, a Democrat, rescinded a $25,000 allocation from
Nunn to finance the post, authorized by the 1970 'General
Assembly.
Perkins called the first action, among other things, "petty, vindictive and shallow" and
Said he .tried in vain to talk to
Ford "to acquaint him with the
purpose of and necessity for the
office."
Tommy Preston, the governor's press secretary, said
Ford felt after "careful review" that other priorities deserved money more than state
curator.
The latest directive abolishes
the office and eliminates the
committee which helps carry
out the curator's duties. Technically it rescinds the previous
order, Preston said.
In giving the Heritage Commission the new duties, Ford
did not allocate any additional
money.
Perkins had set up shop in
room 33 of the Capitol Annex
basement.
That room came in for some
caustic comment by Ford during the November election campaign.
He charged in effect that it
was a political and propaganda
headquarters,
padlocked
against inquisitive news media.
Perkins' current status might
be described as one with a title
in a statutory office, but without any functions or money to
operate.
Mrs. Simeon Willis, widow of
a former Republican governor,
is the executive director of the
Heritage Commission.
The duties it inherits from
the curator post are to preside
over the preservation, restoration, acquisition and conservation of various objects for
the executive residence, lieutenant governor's mansion and
other state shrines or historical
,places.

Theft Occurs
At Woman's
Club House
Ham and roast beef were
reported stolen from the kitchen
of Murray Woman's Club
House, according to the report
made to the Murray Police
Department by Mrs. Hollis
Roberts, club house hostess, on
Tuesday at 9:50 a.m.
Two boiled hams and two rolls
of roast beef were missing from
the club house. The window in
the east door and two windows
on the north side of the building
were also broken, according to
the police report.
Mrs. Roberts told police the
theft and vandalism occurred
sometime between 10:30 p.m.
Monday and 9:50 a.m. Tuesday.
CAR FIRE
The Murray Fire Department
answered a call to the intersection of Cherry and Ash
Streets on Tuesday at 1:35 p.m.
Firemen used the booster to
extinguish the flames on a car
owned by Joe W. Edwards.
SMOKING IS BANNED
GUERNSEY. England AP)
— This tiny island's Parliament
has banned smoking just about
everywhere -- cinemas. thea
ters. concert hall and on buses
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VEIERANS SURRENDER STATUS—Fifteen antiwar veterans who seized control of the Statue oi
Liberty Sunday night, bowed to a federal court eviction order Tuesday and ended their 40-hour
seizure of the landmark. Some of the demonstrators are looking out from behind the beams used to
barricade the entrance.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
More than 80 persons were
arrested at a human barricade
put up by Vietnam war veterans staging an antiwar protest
at the Lincoln Memorial in
Washington.
The arrests Tuesday followed
by only a few hours a decision
by 15 members of the same
group, the Vietnam Veterans
Against the War, to end their
40-hour occupation of the Statue
of Liberty.
At the Lincoln Memorial, the
U.S. park police arrested 86
demonstrators who refused to
move from the entrance. The
protesters placed their hands
on their heads in prisoner of
war fashion and waited for police to lead them to waiting
buses. They were charged with
blocking the entrance to a
building, a misdemeanor.
The last person arrested was
Gerald Evan, a University of
Massachusetts student and an
Air Force veteran. Evan had
climbed atop a huge urn in
front of the memorial and held
aloft a flag emblazoned "Vietnam Veternans Against the
War."
Thirty minutes after the last

Suspect Held
In Death Of
Cadiz Resident
EVANSVILLE, Ind. ( AP)—A
preliminary murder charge is
being prepared in Tennessee
against a soldier stationed at
Kentucky in connection with)
death of a man whose body was;
found in Indiana, police saidtoday.
The Vanderburg County sheriff's department said Army
Pvt. John Goodwin, 19, stationed at Ft. Campbell, Ky., is being
held for prosecution in the case.
the case.
The body of John Mitchell,
45, Cadiz, Ky., was found lying
in a ditch west of Evansville
Monday.
Police said there is evidence
to show Mitchell was stabbed to
death late Christmas Eve or
early Christmas morning in a
motel room in Clarksville,
Tenn.
The body was taken to Indiana and dumped along U.S.
460 near Evansville, officers
said.
Goodwin was arrested at his
barracks Tuesday after Mitchell's new car was found
parked outside.
Vanderburg County Sheriff
Jerry Riney said Goodwin's
uncle,
an Illinois State Trooper, saw
Goodwin driving the car Christmas day.
Riney said a member of Mitchell's family told him Mitchell
was last seen Christmas Eve
with another man.

Telephone Company To
Ask For Rate Increase

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)—
The South Central Bell Telephone Co. will ask the Kentucky Public Service Commission for a sizable rate increase
soon, a company spokesman
said Tuesday.
South Central Bell is the
state's largest telephone utility,
with about 580,000 customers in
73 counties.
Meanwhile, another part of
the Bell System, Cincinnati Bell
Inc., filed a retiuest with the
PSC for a $3.8 million rate increase in Kentucky. Cincinnati
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Protestors Arrested
At Lincoln Memorial

1
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All Night Singing
At Shady Gore

An all night singing will be
held at the Shady Grove Baptist
Church near Hazel starting
of his comrades was arrested,
Friday, December 31, at seven
he shouted to police:
p.m.
"You told me I was under arRev. Jerry Lee, pastor of the
rest and I surrender. I'm your
church,
said different groups
prisoner and under your custody. All you have to do is come will be singing throughout the
evening and the public is urged
and get me."
In the end, he climbed down to attend.
and gave up.
Earlier, park police chased
one protester from the urn
across the memorial steps and
knocked him down. Two others
were arrested when they
moved close to him.
Some 150 protesters
SAIGON AP—The heaviest
marched peacefully from
base of the Capitol to the frotit American air attack on North
of the White House and then to Vietnam in more than three
years continued for the fourth
the memorial.
The group had burned copies day today with no letup in sight.
U. S. diplomatic sources
of the North Vietnamese sevenpoint peace plan at the base of reported that the armada of 350
the Capitol. Then, at the me- planes and helicopters flew
morial, the group placed an more than 500 attack strikes
empty coffin in front of the and hundreds more support
seated likeness of the 16th pres- missions in the first Pt days of
ident. The prolesters stood the round-the-clock bombing
silently while taps was played, that began Sunday.
To keep the attack force at
then staged a short sit-down before locking arms and attempt- full strength, a scheduled port
leave for the carrier Coning to barricade the entrance.
Demonstrators in New York stellation was delayed and it
left the Statue of Liberty in continued to launch its planes
good shape, according to James from the Tonkin Gulf, along
Bateman, the statue's superin- with the carrier Coral Sea.
The Constellation and the
tendent. Floors were cleared
and refuse placed in garbage Coral Sea are supplying about
150 fighter-bombers to the force
cans.
The veterans left behind five attacking North Vietnam. The
$1 bills with a note explaining rest of the aircraft come from
the money was to pay for some bases in South Vietnam and
food and coffee they had taken Thailand.
from a refrigerator in an emRadio Hanoi claimed that a
ployes' cafeteria. They also left seventh U.S. plane was shot
a message in the guest book down Tuesday, in Quang Binh
which read:
Province just north of the de"May those people who hap- militarized zone. It said nothing
pen to leaf through these pages about the crew. Radio Hanoi
in search of the name of a reported earlier that five
friend know that on this page planes were shot down on Sunare the names of 15 men who day and a sixth on Monday. It
carried out a beautiful said a number of the pilots
thought—that we should all live were killed or captured.
in peace."
The U.S. Command refused
The group left on the order of to comment on the report of the
a federal judge. There was no number of strikes flown,
indication that the 15 young Hanoi's claims of seven planes
downed or its report that the
men faced charges.
raiders had killed or wounded
many civilians. The command
said that for security reasons it
would disclose no details of the
CHICAGO AP — Everett L.
operation
until it was comIndianapolis
Holt, a 25-year-old
pleted.
postal clerk, has been charged
Hanoi claimed that in Thanh
in connection with an airplane
Eve
hijacking Christmas
A federal grand jury in- MARRIAGE BONUS
CAIRO ( UPI)—The governor
dictment returned Tuesday accused Holt of using a revolver of the district of Mersa
to take over a Northwest Orient Matrouh has offered a bonus of
Airlines jet for the purpose of $130 to female teachers who
collecting $300,000 ransom, and ma.-ry their male counterparts
,with a from rural areas. Most female
threatening a stewardes,
gun to force entrance to the teachers refuse to move from
towns to farm areas because
cockpit.
Specifically he is charged they would feel lonely, the
with air piracy, kidnaping, in- governor said. An additional problem is that
timidation of a flight crew and
assault with intent to commit conservative Egyptian rural
murder. Holt is being held in families don't want to send
their own daughters to schools
lieu of $100,000 bond.
He was captured by police where there are only male
after 27 passengers and six teachers. To solve both probcrew members left the plane at lems the governor hopes to
O'Hare International Airport attract more female teachers to
following a flight from Min- the rural areas with his bonus
idea.
neapolis.

Bell serves about 87,000 cus- "We have had nearly two
tomers in nine Northern Ken- years of inflation to contend
tucky counties.
with and we thought we were
"We are going to have to go right before," the spokesman
for a rate increase some time said.
in the near future,- the South
The $14.8 million rate case is
Central Bell spokesman said.
now before the Kentucky Court
The company sought a $14.8 of Appeals, but a decision is not
million increase in local, basic- expected for several months.
service rates in June, 1970, but
The rate-increase
request
the commission rejected the re- filed Tuesday by Cincinnati
quest that December.
Bell would raise one party,
The spokesman said the im- residential telephone rates in
pending request would probably the Cincinnati area 36 per cent.
be higher than the one turned
Cincinnati Bell is also seeking
down a year ago.
_approval to charge for more._
than three calls to directory assistance per month. Additional
calls would cost 20 cents each.
The charge would apply to
Cincinnati Bell customers seeking numbers in the 606 area
code in Kentucky and the 503
area code in Ohio, but would
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP )—
Almost 250 lawyers, state not apply to customers elseWith six federal judges looking court judges and friends filled where calling in for numbers in
on, Charles M. Allen was sworn the courtroom in the old Feder- the Cincinnati Bell area, a comin Tuesday as the new U.S. Dis- al Building here for the swear- pany spokesman said.
trict judge for Western Ken- ing-ill.
tucky.
Chief Justice James B. MilliAllen said that he believes a ken of the Kentucky Court of
big responsibility of any judge Appeals said having Allen leave
is to assure,for every defendant the state court system is "like
and civil litigant, that "not only losing Babe Ruth." Allen has
is he getting a fair trail but that, been a Jefferson Circuit Court
he feels he is getting a fair judge for 10 years.
trail."
Louisville attorney Joseph E.
With the heavy caseloads fac- Stopher, representing the
ing today's courts, especially in American Bar Association,
the state judicial system, "it praised Allen's judicial temFour black Murray State
puts a tremendous burden on perent and his -strong desire td University students have been
the judiciary to convince every be just and fair."
suspended from school by the
litigant of that," he said.
Present for the occasion was university faculty disciplinary
the senior federal judge for the committee. The students were
Western Kentucky district, Roy accused of disrupting an alumni
M. Shelbourne, 81. He no longer luncheon during homecoming
is an active judge, but he still festivities at the university
early in November.
may hear cases.
The other federal judges
The four contended they did
there were Mac Swinford, a
nothing wrong by entering the
judge for the Eastern District luncheon hall carrying the flag
Hoe Province on Sunday the of Kentucky; Bernard T. Moy- of the Black Nationalist.
U.S. planes killed 24 civilians nahan Jr., chief judge for the
movement.
and wounded 47. A broadcast Eastern District; James F.
A hearing for the students
said most of the casualties Gordon, chief judge for the was held Dec. 16-17 in a series
were caused by steel-pellet an- Western District; and Rhodes of closed-door sessions. The
tipersonnel bombs dropped on Bratcher, judge for the Western four are Michael Lowery: of
workers in the fields; and that District, and Henry L. Brooks, Madisonville, Ky., president of
targets for the bombs included a judge of the U.S. 6th Circuit the Black Student Union;
the Thanh Hoa hospital.
Court of Appeals in Cincinnati. James Van Lear II, also of
Despite the magnitude of the
Madisonville; James Mapp of
campaign, the U.S. Defense DeChattanooga, Tenn., and Ulpartment denied that it had
ysses Parker of Louisville.
turned the clock back to 1968,
Neville Tucker of Louisville,
before President Lyndon B.
Ishmael Teitloff, student attorney for the students, said
Johnson halted the bombing of
from Smithland at Murray they were notified by certified)
North Vietnam.
State University, will show mail of the action by the -ells.-We have not resumed the
slides of his mission work at the ciplinary committee.
bombing campaign of the
Tucker said they have 30
regular weekly prayer service
North," Pentagon spokesman
to be held at the Elm Grove days to appeal the decision to
Jerry W. Friedheim said in
Baptist Church, located on the university's Board of ReWashington. "Our operations
Highway
94 East, tonight gents.
are limited duration strikes.
Murray State has suspended
Wednesday) at seven p.m.
geograThey are limited as to
Teitloff served
as
a classes for the holidays. The sephy and targets."
missionary in the
western mester involved in the order
When newsmen pointed out
states during the summer of begins the second week of
that Johnson's officials also
January.
1970.
claimed bombing attacks were
limited as to targets, Friedheim replied, "They were not
nearly as restricted as now."
Both Friedheim and U.S.
Command spokesmen in Saigon
repeated earlier official claims
that the strikes are aimed at
diminishing
protecting the
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Rep.
He said he would oppose
American forces in Vietnam. John M. Ashbrook, R-Ohio Nixon in the March 7 New
But it appeared that their chief announced today as a challen- Hampshire primary, the first in
purpose was to aid Laotian, ger to President Nixon in the nation, and that his "Phase
Cambodian and South Vietnam- Republican primaries, saying I" plan then also will include
ese forces fighting the North he would be appealing "to the running in the Florida primary
Vietnamese on several fronts.
majority sentiment. in the March 14.
In addition to the antiaircraft GOP.
After that, Ashbrook said,
batteries menacing U.S. planes
Ashbrook„ a conservative will be his "Phase II" —
along the Laotian border, the serving his sixth term in the determining whether his camtargets include vast stores of House, accused Nixon of paign, "starting basically from
war materials awaiting ship- allowing the nation's military zero," has gained enough
ment through the Barthelemy strength to deteriorate and with support to become an all-out
and Mu Gia passes to Commu- failure to take "a more forceful national effort.
nist troops in northern and position" toward the Soviet
Ashbrook held a news confersouthern Laos, Cambodia and Union and Red China.
ence at Washington's Sheraton
South Vietnam.
C.arlton Hotel to declare his
The situation is critical again
candidacy formally three hours
in Laos, where the North Vietafter announcing his decision
namese have recaptured the
during an interview on the CBSPlain of Jars in the northern
TV Morning News program.
part of the country and control
At the news conference, he
Five persons were cited by said Nixon, by his defense
much of the southern panthe Murray Police Department policies, had weakened Amerihandle.
There is a massive buildup of yesterday and last night, ac- ca's military to the point that
troops in the triborder region cording to the citation reports. he "has endangered our nationThe citations were one for al security."
where Laos, Cambodia and
South Vietnam join, and the public drunkenness at 950 a.m.
Nixon promised to lead the
South Vietnamese government Tuesday; one for reckless nation "in the conservative
expects a major offensive driving, no city sticker, no state direction" but has reversed his
across the middle of the coun- inspection sticker, and no city positions on most national and
privilege license at three p.m
international issues, Ashbrook
try•
South Vietnamese forces on a Tuesday; one for speeding at charged.
new sweep in the central high- 1:53 a.m. today; one for
Ashbrook said Nixon's decilands clashed with an esti- disregarding a stop sign at 2:07 sion to visit Red China was the
mated 100 North Vietnamese a.m, today; and one for driving final factor that caused him to
troops at the Cambodian border while intoxicated at 4:34 a.m. become a challenger to the
today.
President.

Charles M. Allen Sworn
In As Nelv District Judge

Black Students
Suspended At
Murray State

No Let Up In Sight For
.111 Air Attacks In Vietnam

Clerk Charged

Ishmael Teitloff
To Show Slides

Ashbrook To Challenge
Nixon In GOP Primaries

Five Persons Are
Cited By Police
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By Jim Warren
FRANKFORT, Ky. -When
the state's legislators convene
here Jan. 4 they will find things
far different than when the first
General Assembly met in 1792.
Although their facilities are
described as inadequate,
and
senators
today's
representatives have comfortable chambers, electronic
vote tabulators, prefiled bills
arid interim committees to help
make legislating easier.
first legislators
Those
probably would have been
happy just to have been paid on
time.
They made only a dollar a day

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the integrity of its Newspaper
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Lest We Forget
Calloway County has contributed much to the Viet
Nam war and as 1971 comes to a close we thought it
well to look back over these cont,ributions so that the
people of Murray and Calloway County would be
well aware of what the cost has been in young
manpower.
An effort was made to find out the number of
young men who served their nation in this disputed
conflict, but figures were wiavailable_
great
however and in addition to the young men who have
returned home safely, physically, we have had eight
to give their lives in the service of their nation and
sixteen who were wounded, two of them twice.
No one can compute the mental scarring that took
place among those who returned home safely, but
these men can look in the mirror today and twenty
years from now, and know that they served when
their country called, no matter how unpopular the
Viet Nam war might be.
Those who gave the ultimate, their lives, are as
follows:

Judges ease
lot of hangups4
6
111.110.-.

By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service

,4th
•

The En;lronment Bunch

First of Two

Environment Lawyers Send Bad
Vibrations Through Washington

Problems don't just get up
and walk away even during this
holiday season. But it's encouraging to note that people at
least are trying to do something
about hangups as a new year
rolls around and are getting
some gratifying results.
Take he traffic court judges
in Cincinnati, Ohio. In three
hours they proved that the
nation's courts don't have to be
as congested as they are in
most major American cities. A
little more planning and a lot
more action could help to ease
some of the legal traffic tie-ups
which often hold defendants in
jail for long months before they
get a chance to tell their stories
before a jury or judge.
Cincinnati judges in less than
three hours recently cleared
away a record 1,200 traffic
cases - that's right, 1,200. In
doing so, they got rid of a
backlog of traffic citations
dating back to 1969.
The police helped out, too.
Instead of spacing a wad of 765
holnover traffic caaigs Wig
week-long period, they dumped
all of the traffic citations on the
judges one morning at 9
o'clock.
Even so, the jurists went to
work and called the last case
before noon of the same day,
including the 435 new ones.
One judge said the overload
came to them in one lump
because of a -feud" in the
police department. But he
added it turned out to be a good
idea and one that other court
systems might find valuable in
clearing away the growing
backlog of litigation - civil and

Editor's note: Small groups nancing and are legally barred cially non-partisan, are barred
of private citizens who stopped from lobbying. Others may, by law from lobbying, and this
is a source of growing frustrawringing their hands to rock and do, lobby vigorously.
The Natural Resources De- tion among them.
the boat have turned the words
They have more power to op"environment protection" into fense Council, founded a year
a synonym for aggressive ac- ago, claims to be the largest pose problems than to propose
solutions, a dilemma that has
tion. Here, in the first of two with nine staff attorneys.
Environmental Defense Fund, exposed them to charges of rearticles, an Associated Press
specialist chronicles the revolt one of the earliest and best tarding progress toward supplyknown, has eight lawyers and ing the nation's legitimate fuel
of the bird-watchers.)
five scientists on its staff
and energy needs.
By STAN BENJAMIN
The vintage year for environSome environmentalists conAssociated Press Writer
tend the lawsuits are themWASHINGTON (AP)- Like mental law offices was 1969.
The sixteen Calloway County men who were grains of sand in a ball-bearThat year, David Brower was selves positive contributions
wounded in action were as follows:
ing, environment lawyers are dumped from leadership of the which need no apology.
"In many instances, adverse
sending bad vibrations through Sierra Club and set up a more
Warrant Officer Nesbitt Mathis, (twice) once by the machinery of government militant group called Friends of environmental impact (of a
the Earth; the venerable Izaak prpject) are kept secret until
and industry.
sniper fire and once in a helicopter crash.
Walton League-began filing en- ttk last moment," said 'Bob
who
and
executives
Officials
craM.
Captain David Pinson, helicopter
once wrote off conservationists vironmental suits, and a band Kennan, lawyer for the NationMajor Stanley Young, (twice) two helicopter as "bird-watchers and but- of young lawyers formed the al Wildlife Federation. "You're
crashes.
terfly-chasers" now wince at Center for Law and Social Pol- talking about 60 days to do
the mention of the trans-Alaska icy to file -public interst" ac- something about a project that
Captain John D. Vance, helicopter crash.
pipeline, or Calvert Cliffs, or tions, including environmental has been developed for years in
PFC Kim Wallis, sniper fire.
secret. "That's what leads to
or the Cross-Florida cases.
DDT
fire
sniper
Cohoon,
Pat
Joe
Corporal
Nader, the charges of obstructionism."
Ralph
later,
year
A
Canal.
Barge
Sgt. Billie Horn, helicopter crash.
Another common concern
For each of those names rep- moved beyond his original conSgt. Gary McCoil, sniper fire.
resents an environmental law- sumer-protection concerns and among the legal action groups
suit that tied the government or established the Public Interest is their relative weakness in
Sgt. William Seaman, grenade.
whose challenging government and inindustry, or both, in knots while Research
Group
Osborn.
Robert
James
and they have learned
Sgt. Stanley Hargrove, halftrack ran over land setting legal precedents for still scope includes environmental dustry, their
resources:
to pool
matters.
more lawsuits.
mine.
Since.then, older conservation
-FOE and EDF cooperated
In its annual report this year,
Captain C. W. Herndon, rocket fire.
the President's Council on En- organizations have entered the on a suit which has stalled conPFC Keith Curd, shrapnel from booby trap.
vironmental Quality called citi- field. The National Wildlife struction of the proposed $2.5
zens' suits "the most striking Federation hired its first full- billion trans-Alaska oil pipeline.
Sgt. Claude Welch, sniper fire.
-EDF worked with the Izaak
recent development in environ- time environmental lawyer last
Sgt. Fourth Class Dale Yearry, shrapnel.
January it now has two); and Walton League and Audubon
mental law."
fragment.
Jimmie Geurin, grenade
"In the face of a history of last August the Sierra Club Society in a suit that forced
administrative decisions that fielded an auxiliary Sierra Le- federal consideration of a total
According to the records kept by the Ledger and ignored environmental impacts gal Defense Fund.
ban on use of the pesticide DDT.
Times, these are the Calloway County men who and against a tide of legislative
Aubudon
National
The
-The National Wildlife Fedhave been killed or wounded. If there are others delays in developing pollution Society and the Wilderness
joined with the Sierra
eration
legal
mounted
have
not
Society
Council,
the
said
law,"
control
whom we have missed, we will appreciate a phone
they campaigns on their own but Club in a suit that forced the
that
concluded
"citizens
complete.
be
will
call so that our records
must use the courts to cure the have participated in lawsuits, Atomic Energy Commission to
It is our hope that no more names will be added to neglect."
and Audubon helped launch the restudy the environmental imthis list, but it is our hope too, that the citizens of
pact of an atomic plant at
The result has been a rapid Environmental Defense Fund.
The group that organized Calvert Cliffs, Md., and all its
Murray and Calloway County will not forget the growth during the past two
contribution that the men from Calloway County years of organizations special- 1970's "Earth Day" obser- pending power plant authorizations.
have made to their nation, especially those who lost izing in the environmental law- vance, Environmental Action,
They are small-anywhere has stood aside from the legal
suit.
National organizations often
their lives or were wounded.
from two staff members to two battlefield to concentrate on work with local environment
of
Their action places in a true light the efforts
dozen-and usually subsist on public education and watchdog groups, partly for their knowlthose Americans who sought to escape this donations, foundation grants, activities.
edge of local projects and partEnvironmental Action, the
responsibility which will haunt them for their and membership dues.
ly for legal reasons, to make
Some of the offices were set Nader group and Friends of sure that parties directly afremaining days.
up by lone-wolf lawyers, some Earth have not sought tax em- fected join in the suit.
by independent new groups, ptions for contributions, and
Thus the Calvert Cliffs
some by long-established con- thus are free to lobby for legis- Coordinating Committee was
lation.
servation organizations.
instrumental in the atomic
The tax-exempt groups, offi- plant case, and the Florida DeSome receive tax-exempt fiLEDGER A I IMES FILE
fenders of the Environment
K.T. Crawford of 1627 Hamilton died suddenly yesterday
helped EDF win an injunction
morning. He was 64 years of age.
completion of the
against
of
Mercer
Charles
Mrs.
Mr.
of
and
son
Dr. Charles Mercer,
Barge Canal, a
-Florida
Cross
a
completing
Murray, has been inducted into the Air Force after
abandoned by
since
project
by Carl Riblet Jr.
part of his residency in internal medicine at Miami, Fla.
President Nixon's order.
the
at
condiction
in
critical
remains
g
Murray
of
distinguishin
Roberts
of
W.P.
Even the angels must despair
Still another common concern
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah, after suffering injuries when
of the Democratic Party.;ind
principles
environment groups is
the
between
among
hit by a car on Olive Street in Murray on December 26.
Republicans; which is to say that it
that industry might try to alienMr. and Mrs. Jerry Bibb are the parents of a baby boy born last the same of the
ate labor and antipoverty
doesn't matter a bit which shoe you put on first, or
week at the Murray Hospital
from the environmental
groups
you
how
or
Chevrolet,
whether you drive a Ford or a
movement through the threat of
nose
your
keep
you
as
long
so
part your hair; just
layoffs or plant closings beclean, pay your taxes, go deeper into debt and don't
cause of antipollution costs.
LEDGER & TimES ruz

Ten Years Ago Today

Isn't It The Truth!

20 Years Ago Today

hate sex.
Pvt. William Henry Hester, son of Mr and Mrs. Obie Hester of
Kirksey Route Two, is still missing in action in Korea. He was
reported missing July 20, 1950.
Deaths reported are Larry Wayne Brandon, infant son of Mr
and Mrs. Eldridge Brandon, and Mrs. Ellen Shelton, age 71, of
Murray Route Five, both on December 27
Miss Romelia Ann Hooks was married to Thomas Edward
Adams in a church ceremony at Princeton on Dec•ember 23 He is
the son of Mr.and Mrs. F,dd Adams of Murray.
Miss Hazel Tarry of Chattanooga, Tenn., is the guest of her
father, Eugene Tarry, Sr., and other relatives for the holidays

t.

and, as there was as yet no
treasury, money had to be
borrowed to pay them.
They convened June 4, 1792, in
a hot, stuffy two-story log house
in Lexington which had been
selected as temporary capital.
was
Gov. Isaac Shelby
inaugurated also that day.
Only three days before, on
June 1, Kentucky had officially
become the 15th state of the
union and Lexington's streets
were filled with happy crowds
cheering their new statehood.
While others celebrated, the
young legislature faced the task
of creating laws, collecting

GOOD NEWS TODAY

CC,91tY:)ren

Lt. James Scarborough, helicopter crash in the
United States.
Corporal Billy L. Lauffer, enemy machine gun
fire.
PW Gary Wilkinson, mortar fire.
Major Larry Hosford, fall in his barracks.
Corporal Dickie G. Keeler, mortar fire.
Sp4 Ronnie Colson, attack at landing zone.
Pvt. Billy Wayne Reed, enemy attack.
Warrant Officer Edwin F. Sholar, helicopter shot
down

1792 Legislators—$1 A Day
Pay Was A Big Problem Then

-politician-the only profession in
which a man can make a living solek
ts bragging." -Ben Hecht

Bible Thought for Today
The things which are seen are temporal; but the things which
not seen are eternal.-II Corinthians 4:18.
change and decay in all around I see, 0 Thou who changest
not, abide with me."

are

At the instigation of Sen.
Philip A. Hart, 1)-Mich., 16 major environment, labor and antipoverty organizations have
begun forging a coalition to
combat any such move_
Whatever its achievements,
its shortcomings, or its future,
the rise of environmental legal
action has, at least, shattered
the "butterfly-chasing" image
of conservationists

Helicopter
extensively.
builders say they are receiving
more and more orders for craft
specially equipped for airborne
police patrol missions

revenue and organizing a
government to make the new
state work.
Because room was scarce
offices were set up and
meetings held in various
taverns around town, a fact
which perhaps made the
lawmaking go more easily.
One of the first tasks was
naming a permanent seat of
government and five commissioners were appointed to
select a location.
A tie soon developed between
Lexington and Frankfort, two
commissioners voting for each
city.
The tie was broken by Fayette
Countian Robert Todd who
surprisingly voted for Frankfort. Todd had large holdings in
Lexington and feared being
accused of furthering his
personal interests if he voted for
his hometown.
Despitt the many advantages
today's legislators enjoy they
are trying to recapture some of
the flavor of the first General ,
"itssernbiy.
That body met under the,
state's first constitution which
called for annual legislative
sessions. Not until 1850 and the
third constitution did the
legislature begin to meet every
two years.
, Oddly enough a special
committee recently recomconstitutional
a
mended
amendment allowing a return to
the annual sessions of long ago.

The Gary, Ind., school
district's holiday gift was this
- marked success for an
unusual experiment now more
than a year old - readin',
writin' and •rithmetic taught
under contract by a private
research organization.
Eighteen months ago Gary's
Banneker Elementary School
was at the bottom of the list so
far as learning progress for its
pupils was concerned.
Today, a year after their
education was farmed out by
Behavioral
to
contract
Sciences of Palo Alto, Calif.,
pupil ability is way up in most
subjects and three of four
showed
have
students
measurable progress in their
habits, classroom
study
responses and tests, according
to Dr. Gordon McAndrew, a
Gary school official.
He says the unusual system
at teaching not only is efficientbut economical as well. It costs
about $100 per pupil per year
less than the conventional
public schools system.
Behavioral Sciences takes
over the classrooms lock, stock
and barrel, in the Banneker
case for three years. If the
group can't produce results, its
charges are correspondingly
less.
Educators observing the
Gary experiment predict the
system will catch on nationally
if children cofffinue to progress
so encouragingly at Banneker.
Mathematics and reading
apparently reflected the
criminal - clogging most sharpest advances, but there
courts today.
were gratifying results in all
subjects.
Just as the Federal Bureau of
Investigation reports that rural
crime is on the climb in farmland and suburban America,
along comes word from several
law enforcement agencies that
the helicopter is becoming an
effective weapon in dealing
with thieves.
At first many police officials
considered the helicopter
patrol as more of a stunt than a
valuable tool of their business.
Now they are being persuaded
otherwise.
The little city of Lakewood,
Calif., a suburb of Los Angeles,
was one of the first to use
helicopters to patrol areas
where crime was on the upturn.
With improved air-to-ground
communications between
copter and patrol car teams,
Lakewood authorities in the
last few years have built up an
enviable law enforcement
record, cutting street crimes
and burglaries sharply.
The most recent successful
trial of the copter as an airborne policeman came in
Bakersfield, Calif., where
thieves were reaping a harvest
in the surrounding farm
country'.
Five weeks after Kern
County initiated a project to
curb rural crime with nightly
copter patrols, thefts ha4dropped noticeably, according
to Sheriff Charles Dodge. Kern
County is the hub of the San
Joaquin Valley. one of the
world's great agricultural
breadbaskets.
-There has been a definite
in
rural-type
reduction
burglaries and thefts," l)ixige
reports
Most large cities now are
experimenting with the copter
patrol approach. A few, notably
Los Angeles, use the choppers

The Almanac
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By United Press International
Today is Wednesday, Dec. 29,
the 363rd day of 1971 with two
to follow.
The moon is betwen its first
quarter and full stage.
The morning stars are
Mercury and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Venus,
Mars and Saturn.
On this day in history:
In 1848 gas lights were
installed in the White House for
the first time.
In 1651 the first Young Men's
Christian Association opened its
doors in Boston.
tn 1940 Nazi Germany conducted one of its most violent
bombings of London.
In 1964 the FBI entered the
case of a $223,000 Brinks truck
robbery just outside Chicago.

PATIENT BANDIT
NEW YORK (UP!1-A bearded man waited patiently in line
for 10 minutes at a First
National City Bank branch in
Queens,allowing each person in
front to take his turn at the
teller window.
When he finally made it to
the window, he pulled out a
paper bag and said to the
female teller, "I have a gun
pointed at you." The teller
filled the bag with $4,700 in
large denominations and the
bandit fled.
AND THEY WERE!
ESHER, England ( UPI I Britain's Automobile Association offered instant assistance
Monday to a motorist who
pulled off the road complaining
of noises "like little gunshots"
in the back of his car. An AA
inspector opened the trunk-and
removed a toy Lank belonging
to the man's son. The car's
motion had caused its tiny cap
gun to fire, the inspector said.
A NEW ANGLE
CAPE TOWN. South Africa
t AP)
About 75 per cent of
divorces start on the dance
floor says a publication of the
Outch Reformed Church The
clergyman-author wrote that
The joint screaming and
sweating (of modern dancing ,
the oneness of rhythm and
movement, rouse one to the
feeling of one body with many
the one is the othmembers
er This can clearly be seen
when one of the girls goes into
ecstasy - actually becoming
and begins to unhysterical
dress
Sometimes one won•
tiers if this is not possibly the
goal of these sencoally AIM sten.
ing shake" and soul dances

A thought for the day: Irish
poet Oscar Fingal said "There is only one thing in the
world worse than being talked
about, and that is not being
talked about."
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Luncheon Held At
Titsworth Home
For Miss Cochran
Miss Linda Cochran, January
bride-elect
of
Richard
Alexander Hodge, was honored
with a delightfully planned
luncheon held at the home of
Mrs. A.H. Titsworth.
The gracious hostesses for the
occasion were Mrs. Titsworth
and her daughter, Miss Ruth
Titsworth.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear a beige and grey
wool dress with black accessories.
Mrs. Clifton H. Cochran,
mother of the bride-to-be, wore
a peach knit dress ,with brown
accessories.
Mrs. George
Hodge, mother of the groomelect, was attired in a winter
white pin stripe dress with
black accessories.
In keeping with the holiday
season, the tables and the entire
home
were beautifully
decorated in a lovely Christmas
theme.
Covers were laid for twelve
persons.

Friday, December 31
Annual ,New Year's Eve
Dance for members and out-oftown guests at the Calloway
County Country Club. Dancing
to the music of Reed Hale and
his group from 9 p.m. until 1:30
a.m. New Year's Day. Admission $12.00 per couple. For
reservations contact either:
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Billington
753-85130); Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Belote (753-23791 or Dr. and
Mrs. Don Jones 753-6134).
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Part-time Woman
says it's 'harmless fun'
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I enjoyed the letter from "Still in Shock
in California," and your reply
I am a transvestite, and it is harmless fun There are
thousands of men who enjoy occasionally dressing as a
woman and going out for the evening. Most are good husbands, fathers, 'workers, and producers. In many cases,
their wives encourage them, and assist in this activity.
Woman..(iiieendiIñdTI
--triften assume the role
(Love Sitato Photo)
evening flours. Dressed as a woman, ? attefid concerts,
, art shows and lectures': I go shopping and dine out—and .
Miss Helen ..lanella McDougal
always in the company of my wife, who doesn't object one
Miss Helen Janella McDougal, daughter of Mrs. Ida EveLna
bit. We do not attract attention, and we mind our own
Barrett McDougal and the late James Castle McDougal of
business.
Murray Route Four, will be married to Ronald Lee Fox, son of
Nobody seems to mind. Do you?
Mr.and Mrs. Lee Warren Fox, 524 South Sixth Street, Murray, on
PART-TIME WOMAN
Friday, February 11.
PART-TIME:
Not
particularly.
DEAR
But doesn't it
The bride-elect was graduated from Murray University School,
create a problem when you want to use the 'powder
attended Murray State University, and is now employed by the
room"?
Tappan Company, Murray Division.
DEAR ABBY: May I offer anhther suggestion to action
Mr. Fox graduated from Murray High School, attended Murray
that should be taken with possible child molestation? The
State University, and for the past four years has served in the
Social Service Departments, formerly referred to as "WelUnited States Navy. His first year was at the Great Lakes Naval
fare," offer Child Protective Services in cases of child negRase, then two years at Norfolk, Virginia, and his final year was
lect and abuse. When a report of child molesting occurs, a
in Vietnam.
thoro investigation is made and no charges are brought
unless there is ample evidence
Social workers are alerted to many cases of molestation
when the reasons for young girls running away from home
Broad hips
are investigated. Frequently these young girls have told
their mothers that the father or stepfather is "bothering"
them, but the mother is afraid to take any action against
her spouse. It concerns me to think of the number of young
girls who do not realize they have a place to turn.
The Social Service Department is an impartial agency
that can help find solutions to these social problems. Sincerely,
A SOCIAL WORKER
DEAR S. W.: The public would not believe the number
of letters I receive concerning this problem Thank you for
writing.
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Rainbow For Girls
Assembly Holds
Initiation At Meet
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
held its regular meeting at the
Masonic Hall on Tuesday,
'• December 21, at seven o'clock
in the evening.
Miss Janice Newberry,
worthy advisor, presided. Miss
Patricia Evans, recorder protern, read the minutes.
An initiation was held with the
degrees of the order being
conferred upon Miss I.ucretia
Crawford.
Members present were
Misses Phyllis Coleman, Donna
Nance, Barbara Sledd, Janet
Newberry, Debbie Nance,
Joyce Winchester, Nita Atkins,
Mary Kay Oakley, Marilyn
Thomas, Joni Scott, Linda
George, Lesa Robertson,
Patricia Evans, Leslie Klein,
Georgia Elkins, Francie Elkins,
Irene Futrell, Kathy Coleman,
Kathy Higginbotham, and
Lucretia Crawford, the new
member.
Guests from Paris, Tenn.,
Assembly No. 112 were Joyce
Lamb, Marsha Herman, Debbie
Simmons, Wanda Kemp, Lisa
Griffin, Charmaine Reagor,
Janice Lamb, and Paulette
Whiting.
They were accompanied by Mrs. Sarah
Baker,
advisor,
mother
Meazelle Lamb, Dale E.
Whiting, and Charlie C.
Williams, chairman of the
board.
Adults present were Mrs.
Twila Coleman, mother advisor
Murray Assembly Mrs. Faye
Lamb, worthy matron Murray
Star Chapter No. 433, Mrs.
Lillian Robertson, Murray Star
Chapter, George Williams and

don't

Sunnyside Club Has "Spot Reducers"
December Meeting For
Women Can
The Sunnyside Homemakers
Club held its December dinner
Be Your Clothes
meeting at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Following the serving of the
delicious meal gifts were exchanged revealing the past'
year's sunshine friends.
Members present were Mrs.
Van Futrell, Mrs. Illeys McCuiston, Mrs. Wayne Garrison,
Mrs. Dan Kelly, Mrs. Donald
Thorn, Mrs. Micky Cherry,
Mrs. Danny Phillips, and Mrs.
Larry Watkins. Two visitors
were Mrs. Marcus Hayes and
Mrs. Max Henry.
The next meeting will be held
Thursday, January 13, at 10:30
a.m. at the home of Mrs. Max
Dowdy.
--

rat Tones
Can Save Room
That Is Too Busy
Neut

DEAL ABBY: A 17-year-old former Baptist who chose
to become one of Jehovah's Witnesses, and because of it
was being persecuted by her family, asked for your views
on the matter. I want to thank you for saying, "I think
everyone should be allowed to serve God in his own way."
I have a quotation by Theodore White which may encourage her [and all the world) "To go against the dominant thinking of your friends, of most of the people you see
every day, is perhaps the most difficult act of heroism you
can perform."
Abby, isn't it an outrage that in this so-called "free
country." one must be a "hero" to believe freely? Yours
truly,
MRS. GINNY IN JAMAICA
DEAR MRS. GINNY: Alas, it Is.
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McDougal-Fox Vows To Be Read

AV AMI.,

Clothes are some of the best
"spot reducers" around. They
can trim hips and thighs, curve
in a thickish straight waist. Of
course clothes don't really take
off any pounds, but they do give
the illusion of a thinner, more
beautiful you.
Glamour Magazine's beauty
editor suggests you keep in
mind these dos and don'ts when
you choose your clothes. The
right clothes will help conceal
structural figure problems-like
broad hips or thick waists that
no amount of diet or exercise
can touch.

If a thick midriff or waist is
one of your problems, look for
long-waisted, easy-fitting
dresses. A-lines are for you.
They give the illusion that the
The accent is on color'
We read about "vivid accent'. curve belongs to you—not the
colors as the key to • decorating dress. A long-lined semi-fitted
project, but often the accessories jacket is another good look, so is
have bold splashes of color and a long sweater
belted on the hip.
the walls should be a neutral
Avoid the natural waist or any
tone.
A textured paneling with a dis- dress that clings very closely
tinctive neutral tone—Marlite's down the entire length of your
easy-to-install leather textured
plank—is particularly effective body. Anything that cinches in
in • room that features earth emphatically at the waist is a
tones.
big DON'T. Belts are safer
The natural appearance of this
prefinished hardboard paneling worn at the hip, but if at the
ts effective in a den. master bed- waist, then not wide or tight.
room, or basement recreation
room
If broad hips are your
Marlite paneling has • wash
able plastic finish, which means problem, A-line, soft box-fitting
that maintenance is reduced to tunic top over pants or skirts is
the minimum over the roars.
a good look. Don't constrict
your figure with tight belts or
Pat Evans, Murray Lodge No.
dresses that hug the hips. Don't
105 F.&A.M.
wear skimpy little tops, you'll
The next regular meeting will
just look bottom heavy You
be held on Tuesday , January 4, need a bit
more bulk on top to
at seven p.m. at the Masonic
'balance the proportion.
Hall.

DEAR ABBY: Please give this message to "Married a
Year," who is upset over the prospects of her sister in law
wearing her wedding gown
My wedding gown cost MOO, and I've never seen a
wedding gown in or outside of the movies that was more
beautiful than mine The bridesmaids' dresses cost $200
each. And there were eight of them. My husband wore a
$200 set of tails. And his ushers wore suits that must have
cost every bit as much
I had the big church wedding I had always dreamed of.
After the wedding I didn't have to have my gown cleaned
and stored at my mother's house. Nor will my daughter be
expected to wear a gown that's 20 years old
I took it right back to the rental shop where I got it'
MARRIED IN STYLE IN FARMER'S BRANCH. TEX.
Mars year problem* You'll feel better If you get it af
died. Write to ABBY. Box 09700, Los Angeles, Cal.
ISM. For a persmial reply enclose stamped addressed
sevelope.

year

Hate to write triter"' Send Si to Abby, Hos 69700. Los
Angeles. Cal 90089. for Abby's booklet. "How la Write Letters fee All Occasions '

Mrs. Shown & Dr.
Frank Present
Program At Meet
Of
The Murray Chapter
National Secretaries lInt held
its buffet dinner meeting at the
Holiday Inn on Monday.
December 20, at six -thirty
o'clock in the afternoon
A special program of
Christmas music was presented
by Mrs. Vernon Shown, soloist,
and Dr. James Frank, guitarist.
Christmas carols were also
sung by the group.
Mrs. Martin Wells, procram
chairman, introduced Mrs.
Shown and Dr. Frank, chose
husband and wife respeOtivelY
were also special guests along
with the husbands and one
employer.
Ed
Thomas gave the invocation and Mrs. Thomas
welcomed the group
Bits of marashino cher-les,
oranges and grapefruits can be
frozen into ice cubes to add
flavor and color to Iced drinks,

Vegetable &Italia
Boil cubed, pared pumpkin or
yellow sq uash until tender;
drain; serve with a sprinkling
of sauteed slivered almonds.

Billy C. Collins
Honored At Party
On 6th Birthday
Billy
Charles
Collins
celebrated his sixth birthday
with a party given by his
mother, Mrs. Bill Collins, at
their home on the Lynn Grove
Road on Thursday. December
23, at two o'clock in the afternoon.
Games were played and the
honoree opened his many gifts
Favors of hats, whistles, and
balloons were given to each one
present.
Refreshments of birthday
cake and punch were served by
Mrs. Collins to Dusty Darnell,
Billy Hal Adams, Hal Orr, Cary
Bogard, Jeannie Darnell,
Lenora Lockhart, Jerri Dawn
Stations, Lori Adams, Renate
Collins, Gene Dale Lockhart,
and the honoree
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MY STRUGGLE WITH CANCER

Early warnings led her
to suspect the worst
Editor's Note: One in four
Americans is a potential
cancer victim. More lives are
being saved as the doctors'
fight against this scourge
continues. But it is still a grim,
uncertain battle. In this threepart series, one victim
describes her ordeal from the
time she heard the doctor's
dread diagnosis until she was
operated upon and pronounced
cured.
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By NINA WESLEY
Copley News Service
The first feeling I had that
something was wrong was after
having some teeth pulled. The
sockets would not heal.
I told the dentist to postpone
further work until I had
checked with a doctor.
The first two,. medical
examinations were cursory.
The doctor prescribed -some
cough medicine, and said there
was no point in giVirfarie
complete physical until the
respiratory infection had
cleared up.
Other irregularities and a
general feeling of sickness and
lassitude over the next few
weeks told me I had something
more than a cough to worry
about.
On the third visit the doctor
gave me a full physical with all
the usual tests.
Five days later his secretary
called and said, "we have your
test results back from the lab.
There are some abnormal
findings."
Somehow, though I'd half
expected it, my mind now
refused to accept what my ears
had heard. •
"Normal findings, did you
say?"
"No, ABnormal,"_ she
stressed.
"Oh, my heavens!" I said,
and told her I'd be in next day.
The doctor was undramatic,
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businesslike and to the point.
He asked me to sit down and
look at a photograph the
laboratory had sent back.
It showed a bunch Of cells
dyed blue and pink. It was a
picture of a tumor growing on
my cervix.
"It will need immediate
attention," he said.
I asked several questions. I
noted he had checked the
bottom one of a vertical row of
boxes numbered in Roman
numerals I to V. "Did the
numbers go from worst to best,
or from best to worst?" I
asked.
"From best to worst," he
replied.
So I was class V, and it
couldn't be worse than that. I
was amazed that I could sit
there just saying, "Hrnm,"
and,"Yes, I see," and not pass
right out on the floor.
My housekeeper and 6-yearold son were waiting for me
outside. I tried not to look
worried, but I was shivering.
"It isn't cancer, is it?" she
asked. I threw a quick glance at
my son, hoping he hadn't
heard.Then!signaled her to be
quiet.
The J.N. Williams Chapter of
At home, more questions
the United Daughters of the came crowding into my mind.
Confederacy at the lovely How could everything be so
country home of Mrs. John J. different so fast? What about
Livesay of New Concord for its my job? What about money?
December meeting.
Who would take care of my
Sixteen members and two little boy? Had I sufficient
guests, Mrs. F.E. Crawford and courage to face up to what I
Mrs. Madge Diuguid, were knew was coming?
First I phoned my employer.
present.
After Miss Cappie Beale, I was manager of some
chaplain, asked the blessing, apartments for which I
Mrs. Livesay and
, her received a small salary plus
cohostess, Mrs. Douglas rent-free accommodations.
Only four months previously
Shoemaker, served a delicious
luncheon in the Old South I had moved to California from
tradition featuring typical Missouri where I had taught
public school. My first husband
southern dishes such as ham
was an associate professor of
and biscuit, creamed chicken,
physics at the University of
eggnog and home baked four Missouri, but we were dilayer coconut cake from a vorced. I felt my son and I
beautifully appointed table.
had to make a new start
The Livesay home was in a new place.
decorated with garlands of
When
we arrived
in
greenery, red roses, poinsettias California, unemployment was
and a tree holding twinkling
high, especially
among
Christmas lights.
teachers. So I took the first job
Vaughn, offered.
Mrs. Leonard
chapter president, read a brief
When my employer learned
meeting of the doctor's findings, he
report on the recent
held in Atlanta, Ga., from a asked for time to think about it
letter from Mrs. John Randolph and call me back, when he
Clark, division president. The would tell me what pay I could
membership committee count on and how long I could
reported 1242 new members of keep the apartment.
the UDC for the year and •520
Both he and his wife were
new members for the Children's sincerely concerned, and I
added them to my list of
Division.
blessings.
The president also told of the
I called some friends in
completion of the fund for the
Missouri. They told me to send
nursing scholarship given by
UDC and of the $5,700 pledged Shawn, my son, to them right
for the Randolph Relief Fund away. They would hear no word
for Confederate descendants. about payment for looking
Mrs. E.S. Ferguson, chair- after him. Once more tears
filled my eyes in gratitude for
titian of the magazine comkind friends.
new
mittee, reported five
I put my boy on the plane two
subscriptions had been made by
days later. He was so excited at
the chapter to the Murray- the thought of making the flight
Calloway County Library,
that he almost forgot to wave
For the social program of the gotaitay before he disappeared
meeting, the theme was into the aircraft. I was relieved
"Christmas In The South" and that he suspected nothing.
each member and guest gave
After paying $105 cor his
her recollection of her most plane fare,
I had $25 left. At the
memorable Christmas. These local welfare office, I was
told
included setting afire of a house that since my son was no longer
by the Christmas tree candles, with me, I was not eligible for
the little girl who reached aid, and I had not been in
through the fence to show California long enough to
Christmas orange to a cow and
qualify for unemployment
her heartbreak when the cow
compensation. Neither, it was
ate it, fireworks, candy, family pointed out, would I be eligible
life, etc.
for Medi-Cal after a certain
The meeting will be a lun- date, which was only 11 days
cheon on Wednesday, January away, so the work would have
19, at the Murray Woman's Club to be finished before then.
house. The program will be on
Another doctor who had
"Lee-Jackson-and Maury" with taken over my case advised me
Dr. I..J. Hortin as the guest to call the welfare office right
speaker.
hack and explain that Shawn

Livesay Home Scene
Of Luncheon Held
By UDC Chapter

,
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was only on a visit and would be
back in a few weeks. He said he
was not going to change his
plans. It didn't make sense to
him that my status would
change simply because my
child was temporarily away.
I relayed his comments to the
welfare office. There was some
consultation with superiors,
and after a couple of days I was
informed that not only would I
be eligible for Medi-Cal but also
for $122 a month in AFDC funds
(aid to families with dependent
chia...eni until I was able to
work again. I was grateful and
shall always be conscious of my
debt to the state of California.
Then my supervisor called to
inform me I would receive pay
for the last half of the month
ti_Jt I had not worked, and that
I could keep the apartment
rent-free for at least another
month. That seemed very
generous to me. Other people
were helping me solve my
problems.
A further laboratory test
classified my cancer as Class
IV and arrangements were
made for my hospitalization
within a week.
I spent the week redecorating
my bedroom, so that perhaps I
could rent it to students and
have P little extra income later
—if tnere was to be a "later."!
also shopped for new nighties
and undies — suddenly taking a
renewed interest in my appearance and femininity.
One day was taken up writing
leters to friends with instructions about what to do in
the case of my death. I also
wrote a will and put it in a
small metal box in the closet.
I had one more conversation
with Shawn when the friends in
Missouri let him put through a
call. Then I was ready to be
driven to the hospital. It was a
beautiful, brisk California day,
and I stoically told myself that
I would, after all, proveto be a
very good patient.
Next: Settling in
hospital.

at the

Lydian Class Has
Dinner Meeiing
AL Holiday Inn
Mrs. Edgar Pride presented
the devotional thoughts at the
December dinner meeting of
the Lydian Sunday School Class
of the First Baptist Church held
at the Holiday Inn.
The devotional speaker had
as her subject, "Gifts Of Service For Christ". Miss Peggy
Visher, a guest, played
Christmas carols on the accordian. Mrs. Grogan Roberts,
president, presided at the
meeting.
Mrs. J. I. Hosick, class
teacher, gave the invocation
preceding the dinner.
Guests present were Mrs.
-Archie Simmons, Mrs. Denny
Smith, and Miss Peggy Visher.
Members
present were
Mesdames Carney Andrus,
Stanford
Andrus,
Guy
Billington, Owen Billington, 0.
T. Davis, A. A. Doherty,
Laurine Doran, Hugh Farris,
Wilburn Farris, Lee Warren
Fox, Bradburn Hale, Orvis
Hendricks, J. I. Hosick, Preston
Jones, R. E. Kelley, Hunter
Love, J. N. Outland, Edgar
Pride, J. D. Rayburn, F.ddie
Roberts, Grogan Roberts,
Clifford Smith, R. H. Thurman,
H. H. Visher, and R. L. Ward,
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UK Rolls Over Notre
Dame 83•67 Tuesday

Cards Refuse To Show For
Anthem; Demolish St. Peter's
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Louisville Cardinals refused to show up for the National Anthem in New York's
Madison Square Garden Tuesday night, but afterward St. Peter's of New Jersey wished
they had skipped the game instead.
The Cards, who refused to
appear for the National Anthem
because of a "superstition,"
then smashed St. Peter's by a
126-80 score to reach tonight's
final of the Holiday Festival
Basketball Tournament against
Fordham.
In other tournaments, Morehead won the New Castle, Ind.,
Holiday Festival Tournament
over St. Joseph's of Indiana, 9890, Eastern Kentucky reached
the semifinals of the All-College

Colonels To Take
On Pros Tonight
I..p UTSVILLE,Ky.(AP.-The
Kentucky Colonels try to get
ciacic on the Itrinfting "side
tonight against the improving
Memphis Pros.
Memphis has won seven of its
last 12 games and is now only
four games behind second-place
Indiana in the' Western Division. The Pros' record now is
16-19.
The Colonels will try to atone
for Sunday's loss to Indiana, a
defeat that snapped the Colo
nets' six-game victory streak.
The tipoff for the Freedom
Hall contest will be at 8:10 pin.
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Classic in Oklahoma City with
a 95-92 victory over Texas
Tech; Georgetown ripped Western Carolina 99-79 in the consolation bracket of the Quincy,
III., Tournament and Union won
third place in the Bluefield, W.
Va., tourney with a 113-106
triumph over Eli7abeth City of
North Carolina.
The University of Kentucky
whipped Notre Dame 83-67 in
the only non-tournament contest.
Louisville coach Denny Crum
said the reason his team stayed
in the dressing room while the
National Anthem was played
was "just a matter of superstition. My team once honored
the National Anthem and we
lost the game. Now we just
won't come out until it's
Played."
The Cardinals rolled up a 5830 halftime lead and at one
time led 70-36 before Crum
cleared the bench. Ron Thomas
led Louisville with 26 points
•
andJim Price had 21. •
Mijely04,ptilletout to a
b halftime lead only to see St.
Joseph's tie the score at 63-all.
Morehead then went back into
the lead for good. Sophomore
Leonard Coulter led the scoring
with 25 points and was named

the tournament's most valuable
player.
Eastern exploded for 58
points in the second half after
trading 48-37 at the intermission. George Bryant scored
20 of his game-high 35 points in
the Colonels' second-half surge.
Georgetown rallied from an
early deficit to put the game
away by the early stages for
the second half. Mike Calhoun
had 28 points and John Owen
scored 25 for the Tigers.
Union salvaged third place in
the Bluefield Tourney as guard
Bill Stafford scored 30 points.
In tonight's other games,
Western Kentucky takes on
highly-regarded Maryland in
the Maryland Invitational Tournament; Kentucky State faces
Drury in the Eau Claire, Wis.,
Holiday Invitational and Murray State plays University of
Pacific in the Evansville, Ind.,
Holiday Tournament.
Eastern Kentucky will play in
the All-College Invitational in
Oklahoma City; Georgetown
will take the-court in the Quincy, Ill., Basketball Tournament; Transylvania will see action in the Roanoke Tournament, and Berea and Centre
will play first-round games in
the Centre Tournament.

1Purcell Advances In
Sugar Bowl Tournament
Mel Purcell, 12 year old
Murray youth, advanced to the
next round in the boys 12 and
under category of the 12th
annual Sugar Bowl Junior
Tennis Tournament.
The tourney, held in New
Orleans, saw all but three of the
top four seeds in the eight
divisions of the event advance
after the first day of play
yesterday. •
Mark Meyers of New Orleans,
top seed in the boys 18 and
under category Tuesday beat
Mike Clapp of Knoxville, Tenn.,
6-1, 6-0. Myers was scheduled to
play John Gittleman of
Louisville, Ky., in third round
pa
action
,
1 GYrallui of Houston.

Otis Taylor Named
A
Ifla

sayc.

'

r. 4
EV. V",

cal

Tex., top seed in the girls 18 and
under division, defeated Page
Gregson of New Orleans 6-0, 6-0.
Miss Gralka meets Betsy
Blaney of Milwaukee, Wis.,
today in the quarter-finals.
Other No. 1 seeds who advanced were Chip Koury of
Burlington, N.C., in the boys 16
and under; Greg Eisenbrand of
Townsend, Md., boys 14 and
under.
Doubles play was scheduled
to start today. Singles play
rims through Friday.
Purcell is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Benny Purcell of Murray.

UPI - -Otis
NEW YORK
Taylor, considered by many to
be the best wide receiver in
football, today was named by
United Press International as
the 1971 Player of the Year in
the American Football Conference.
The 6-foot-3, 215-pound Taylor, who had one of his greatest
seasons as he led the Kansas
City Chiefs into the AFC
playoffs, captured 12 of the 33
votes cast by a panel of
sportswriters from each of the
-- While the South all-stars squad were two quarterbacks AFC cities.
Quarterback Bob Griese of
were wrapping up their final with proven passing abilities
Christian the Miami Dolphins, the man
game as collegians with a 9-0 -Steve Judy of Texas
to a 27victory in the Blue-Gray foot- and Joe Gilliam of Tennessee who directed his team
and the
Taylor
over
victory
24
State.
coach
ball classic, their head
However, the expected aerial Chiefs in the AFC playoff on
was also pacing the sidelines
second
for what was probably his last fireworks were dampened by Christmas Day, finished
By JEFFREY MILLS
nine
it
votes
with
and
work,
balloting
defensive
the
in
fierce
the
into
time before stepping
Associated Press Writer
took a 7-yard touchdown scam- while teammate Larry Csonka
himself.
ranks
professional
has
Central
Louisville
of Rice was third with three votes.
Bill Peterson, who guided the per by Stable Vincent
strengthened its hold on first
by Tengoal
field
Kansas City quarterback Len
-yard
19
a
and
degiant
a
through
place in The Associated Press' Gray squad
nessee's George Hunt to nail Dawson was fourth with two
night,
Tuesday
battle
fensive
fourth Kentucky high school
votes and there was a four-way
had learned earlier in the day down the hard-fought win.
basketball poll of the season.
The Gray quarterbacks com- tie for the fifth and final spot
not
was
University
Rice
that
Central, the leader in the poll
to put up a legal fight to pleted eight of 17 attempts and as Floyd Little of Denver, Walt
from the first week, has length- going
as their head football had three of them picked off. Sweeney of San Diego, Paul
him
keep
ened its lead over second-place
The Blues, with two good arms Warfield of Miami and Ted
coach.
Ashland from 8 to 17 points in a
in quarterbacks Neil Graff of Hendricks Of Baltimore all
nationally
the
in
send-off
His
week dorrunated by tournament
in Cramton Wisconsin and Gary Fox of finished with one vote each.
game
televised
games.
Taylor, who at 29 has
on a winning note, Wyoming, fared even worse,
Ashland, 8-0, had a close call Bowl was
completing only seven of 25 established himself as one of
a
in
earned
was
victory
the
but
this week in its own invitational
which Peterson is not tosses. However, they regis- the premier receivers in
tournament. The Tomcats were manner
football when he is healthy, was
tered no interceptions.
for.
known
down 26-18 at the half against
Pointing up the defense's con- stunned when informed he had
college
of
one
been
has
He
Franklin County Monday, but
proponents of tributions to the victory was won the honor.
the game was postponed a day football's biggest
"It's shocking," said Taylor
and un- the selection of defensive end
style,
passing
pro
the
because of a wet floor. When
Guy Roberts of Maryland as from his home in Kansas City.
Gray
the
on
command
his
der
the game was resumed, Ashthe game's most valuable play- "This is the higgest thrill of my
land scored the first seven
er. The choice of the 6-foot, 225- life. I think the main thing was
points of the second half and
pounder marked the first time staying injury free as far as
went on to move into tonight's
in the classic's 34-year history serious injuries are concerned
semifinal round of the tourney
that the award went to a defen- and getting the ball thrown to
Maysville moved up one spot
me week after week."
sive player.
from fourth to third, trading
Taylor, a seven-year veteran
Stahle's touchdown bolt on
To(AP)
Fla.
ORLANDO,
places with Louisville Shawnee.
Chuck Ealey, the first play of the second pe- from Prairie View, caught 57
quarterback
ledo
8-1,
another
is
now
Maysville,
never loses, now riod climaxed a 74-yard drive passes to rank second behind
team that will be involved in the man who
pro football with which was highlighted by hard conference leader Fred Biletto
ahead
looks
tonight's semifinals in Ashland.
victory streak of 65 charges from Vincent and Art nikoff of the Oakland Raiders.
Louisville Manual remained a personal
Cantrelle of Louisiana State as Taylor's 1,110 yards were the
in fifth place in the poll this in a row.
much well as timely completions by most by any receiver in the
too
recall
can't
"I
week_ Meanwhile, Covington
conference and he also caught
last defeat," he said. Judy.
Holy Cross moved up from about my
Hunt's field goal came late in seven touchdown passes.
grade and,
ninth
the
in
was
"It
eighth to sixth.
time, who would have the fourth quarter, shortly after
Hazard slipped one place to at the
my luck would the Blue's muffed their best
guessed
ever
seventh in the poll and Betsy
chance of the night by running
been
good?"
so
have
Layne dropped one notch to
de- out of downs at the South 18.
All-American
and
Ealey
eighth. Owensboro remained in
head
North
Afterwards,
led the
ninth place and Danville took fensive tackle Mel Long
coach John Jardine of Wisconthe No. 10 spot to become the Rockets to their 35th consecutive triumph Tuesday night sin voiced an opinion which
NEW YORK (AP)-Ack
only newcomer to the listings.
most fans at the game would
Lexington
Clay in a 28-3 smashing of Richmond have agreed with considering Ack, best in the West, is the
Henry
1971 Horse of the Year while
dropped out of the Top Ten this in the Tangerine Bowl.
"Sure, I want a shot in pro the Blue squad's offensive tal- Canonero II, who won two jewweek.
we'd
thought
ents. "One thing I
els of the Triple Crown and the
Central was named the top football," said the 6-foot Ealey,
at least be able to do," he said, affection of the general public,
team in the state on eight of "Some people say I can't make
"was put something on the is the champion 3-year-old.
the 12 ballots and was at least the pros as quarterback, but I'd
board."
try."
Ack Ack and Canonero II
to
like
sure
third on every vote Ashland rewere named Tuesday in voting
Richmond, Southern Conferceived two votes for the top
by members of the National
spot and Manual and Danville ence Champions despite a 5-6
Turf
Writers
Association,
each received one vote for No. record, was not completely
writers and editors of the
shocked at losing to the team
1.
Morning Telegraph-Daily Racthat hasn't tasted defeat in
The ing Form and secretaries of
NEW YORK ( UPI ,
three seasons.
Here are the rankings in the
But the gritty Spiders took a United Press International top Thoroughbred Racing AssociAssociated Press' fourth Ken- 3-0 lead and stayed close until 20 small college basketball ations' member tracks.
tucky high school basketball Toledo made it a rout with two teams with first place votes
Each received three firstpoll of the season Rankings fourth quarter touchdowns.
and won-lost records as of Dec. place votes as the consensus
are based on 10 votes for a
Joe Schwartz ran for two 26 in parenthesesi fourth week ) winners of the balloting conPoints ducted separately by the three
first-place vote, nine for second scores on short first bursts of 1 Team
eight for third, etc., with first- and 3 yards. And Ealey, who
I. Kentucky St. (17)(3-0) 289 groups.
761
place votes in parentheses.
The 5-year-old Ack Ack also
completed 14 of 21 passes, ram- 2. La. Tech (5)(64)
115 med over from the one for a
1. Lou. Central 8
239 was named best 4-year-old and
3. Eau Claire (8) (8-0)
98 touchdown.
207 upward colt, horse or gelding,
4 . Tennessee St. (2-0)
2. Ashland 2
79
3. Maysville
116 and best sprinter.
Still, the 230-pound Long was 5. Assumption (1) (4-1)
68 the man who turned the game 6. (tie) F. Austin (5-1)
115
4. Lou. Shawne)
Other division champions
61 around. He had predicted it
(Tie) Evansvl (1) (4-2) 114 were Rive Ridge, 2-year-old
5. Lou Manual 1)
58 would be a memorable night.
100 colt or gelding; Numbered Ac6. Coy. Holy Cross
8. Howard Payne (7-1)
38
57 count, 2-year-old filly; Turkish
7. Hazard
9. Cheyney St. (6-1)
Long told coach Jack Murphy
37 before the game, "I'm gonna 10 Akron (6-1)
49 Trousers, 3-year-old filly;
8 Betsy Layne
28 go out and win the most valu- 11 Delta (Miss.) St. (7-0) 31 Shuvee, 4-year-old an4 upward
9 Owensboro
13 able award." And, he did
30 filly or mare; Run t Gantlet,
12 Ashland (5-1)
10 Danville(1)
Also receiving votes Lou.
Ealey was acclaimed the out- 13 Fairinnt( WVa.)St. 5-1) 29 turf horse, and Shado ,Brook,
14 Fla. Southern (I)(74) 22 steeplechase or hurdle horse.
Male, Franklin Simpson, Cen- standing back.
21
tral City, East Carter, Lou.
Each winner received three
The muscular tackle gave To- 15 Eastern III. 1) (5-1)
15 first-place votes except Ack
Pleasure Ridge Park, Lex
ledo a 7-3 lead early in the sec- 16 Phila Textile (4-3)
13 Ack, as a sprinter, and Shuvee.
Henry Clay, Warren East, Ft ond quarter when he crushed 17 Grambling (5-1)
Thomas Highlands, lex, Lafa- Richmond quarterback Ken 18 (tie) Ky. Wesleyn (3-2) 12 Duck Dance also got a vote as
(Tie) Sam Houston St. (3-1) best sprinter while Double Delyette, Carroll Co., Franklin Co., Nichols, causing a fumble in
12 ta got one as best older filly or
Russell, Middlesboro, Newport the end zone. Long leaped on
11
20. Ten.. Tech (4-1)
mare
the ball for a touchdown.
Catholic.

Passing Attacks Less
Than Expected In
North-South Battle

Central Is Still
In First Place

it* 1

rush against Kentucky substi- McCowan, Rupp yelled out,
"We don't need that kind of
tutes.
The 17,269 spectators were shot."
However Parker was the only
unimpressed by the play by
Kentucky, which shot 38.8 pr UK player who could hit the
cent from the floor against a short jumpers consistently.
team which had lost its pre- Center Jim Andrews scored 16
vious two games by a total of points, 10 under his average,
and Larry Stamper and Stan
123 points.
"We were not hitting our Key each tallied 12.
Gary Novak led Notre Dame
good shots," Rupp said. "We
had them, but wf just didn't hit with 25.
them."
The crowd perked up in the
One exception was senior for- final minutes as Kentucky footward Tom Parker, who made ball player Elmore Stephens
13 of 23 field goal attempts and and Darryl Bishop made their
all four of his foul shots. His 30 first appearance in a Wildcat
points led all scorers.
basketball game. Both players
Kentucky broke open the turned out for the team after
game during a six-minute spurt two sonsecutive Kentucky lossearly in the first half by out- es earlier in the season.
player
scoring Notre Dame 17-2 to
However, neither
take a 31-12 advantage. The scored.
Irish never threatened after
that.
The Wildcats used their superior height in the front line to
get numerous short jumpers. At
one point, after a longset shot
Bob
guard
by Kentucky
TORONTI:j t AP )- w"-t
e"--Jenkins, 28-year-old right-hand"
Pistons 1194610. And ChiCago's.
Notre Dame G F T
er for Chicago Cubs, was
streak reached six as the Bulls
1 0-0 2
Hansen
named Canada's outstanding
turned back the Milwaukee
3 4-6 10
Egart
male athlete of 1971 Tuesday,
Bucks 116-105 with BOB Rule
1 0-1 2
O'Mara
only the second man ever to
.getting 27 points in the second
5
11
1-1
WTownsnd
win the honor three times.
half and outscoring Kareem
4 0-0
Stevens
Jenkins, who won the award
Jabbar 41-35.
0 0-1
MTownsnd
in 1967 and 1968, joins Maurice
Elsewhere, Baltimore wallop- Silinski
2 0-1 4
The Rocket" Richard, retired
ed Cincinnati 119-87 and CleveRegelean
0-1
star of the Montreal Canadiens
land nipped Portland 112-111.
Novak
11 3-7 25
of the National Hockey League
The expansion Braves gave
0 0-0 0
McGraw
who was picked in 1952, 1957
the Lakers an argument most
0 0-0 0
Hinge
and 1958, as three-time winof the way and might have won
1 1-2 3
Schmelzer
ners.
but for 30 turnovers. A rash of
1 0-0 2
Wolbeck
Jenkins is from Chatham,
Buffalo ball-handling mistakes
29 9-19 67
Totals
Ont.
helped the Lakers on a 25-6
Kentucky G F T
The poll is conducted by The
blitz in the final 10 minutes of Parker
13 4-4 30
Canadian Press among sports
the first half, and another Lyons
1 1-1 3
writers and broadcasters
series of errors by the Braves
Stamper
4 j-6 12
across the country.
kept the Los Angeles lead safe Key
6 0-0 12
Jenkins, a 20-game winner in
after it had dwindled to 89-82
5 6-8 16
Andrews
each of the last five seasons,
with 51-2 minutes to play.
1 0-1 2
McCowan
won with 232 points. Phil EspoElmore Smith, Buffalo's 73 2-2 8
Drewitz
sito of hockey's Boston Bruins
foot rookie from Kentucky
0 0-1 0
Edelman
was second with 187, and worldState, scored 17 points in the
Perry
0441.4 -0
record harness racing driver
04
first quarter, when the Braves
Bishop
0
Herve Filion, was third with
took a 34-27 lead. He wound up
0 0-0 0
Stephens
150.
with 32 points and 20 rebounds,
Smith
0 0-0 0
both game highs.
Totals
33 17-24 83
The Lakers parceled out the
Notre Dame
26 41-67
points more evenly, with Jerry
45 38 -83
West leading at 24, Chamber- Kentucky
Fouled out - None
lain adding 23, Gad Goodrich 20
Total fouls - Notre Dame 17,
and Happy Hairston 19. Hairston had 14 rebounds and Kentucky 18
A -- 17,269.
Chamberlain 13.
The Lakers are now within
Center Bob Ross, a senior
one victory of their second from Littleton. Colo . captains
Phone 753-9999
straight flawless month.
the Air Force hoches team

By JEFFREY MILLS
Associated Press Writer
LOULSVILLE,Ky.(AP)-The
University of Kentucky has
ended one part of its seasonthe non-conference schedulewith an 83-67 victory over Notre
Dame here Tuesday night.
Wildcat coach Adolph Rupp
said afterward, "I just hope we
can keep this thing rolling."
Kentucky, now 6-2 and winner
of its last three games, Starts
its Southeastern Conference
season Jan. 8 against the University of Mississippi.
The 12th-ranked Kentucky
team had little trouble against
an outnumbered Notre Dame
team. The Wildcats opened a
23-point lead in the first half
and stretched it to a 31-point
margin before the hustling
Fighting Irish closed with a

Jenkins Named
1Canada's Best

Lakers Look To Seattle
For Meeting Thursday
.1723ELES (AP)- The
Los Angeles Lakers are -alone
at the top of the pro baslatball
world. But Coach Bill Sharman
keeps looking for new mountains to climb.
-Seattle is the team we have
to beat," the coach said Tuesday night after the Lakers had
lengthened the National Basketball Association's longest-ever
winning streak to 29 games
with a 105-87 victory over Buffalo.
The SuperSonics, Los Angeles' next opponent in Seattle
Thursday night, have been the
victims three times during the
streak, but Sharman reminded
his listeners, "They are the
only team to beat us on the
road this year and they are No.
2 in our division."
What he didn't mention was
that Seattle trails the Lakers
by 14 games in the Pacific Division.
The Lakers' fantastic streak
Is overshadowing some other
burgeoning winning skeins. The
Boston Celtics, down by 16
points in the third period, rallied to make it nine in a row
with a 120-116 triumph over
IPIthadelphia.
The New York Knicks ran
their string to seven, pulling
away from Detroit in the second quarter and trouncing the
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Chuck Ealey Takes
65th Straight Win
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As your business
grows,maybe
your trucks
should shrink.

Ack Ack Is '71
Horse Of Year

Small College
Grid Ratings

It's basic math. More business, more trucks,
more fuel and maintenance. If you're expanding,
may we offer this small suggestion: the Datsun
Pickup. It delivers up to 25 miles per gallon.
It requires less maintenance simply because
there's less to maintain. Yet it hauls the goods
just like any other self-respecting half-ton
in town. The Datsun Pickup is America's
number one selling import truck. Pure and
FR(
simple. Drive a Datum...then decide.

•J

DATSUN
AN WITH PR(

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun
"Open Evenings Tii 8:00'
01

So. 12th Street

Phone /53 /114
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Open Till Midnight 7 Days A Week
for Your Shopping Convenience
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DOUBLE STAMPS ALL DAY TUES AND WED

WE

GIVE
YOU ALWAYS BUY THE BEST FOR LESS

Open All Day New Year's Day
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
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ST JOHN'S JOURNAL

Fairness doctrine for TV debated
By JEFFREY ST. JOHN
Copley News Service
BOSTON — -Slanting of television network news is one of
1'the open scandals of American
'-society,' insisted William
Rusher on the Public Broadcasting Service program "The
Advocates," taped here. "Yet
to date, not a single effective
step has been taken to bring a
little balance into this crucially
important area."
Can coercive government
command balance in network
news broadcasts' Rusher, publisher of the conservative NaUonal Review, believes it can
by applying the Federal Cornmunications Commission
-Fairness Doctrine" to network news broadcasts after 40
years of failure to command
fairness in matters of opinion in
broadcasting.
Howard Miller, Rusher's opposite on the PBS program,
•The Advocates," argued that
broadcast journalism should be
anian the same protection
under the First Amendment as'
newspapers. Here we have a
remarkable irony : Miller, a
moderate liberal, arguing for
placing broadcast journalism
beyond the reach of government. and Rusher, a conservative long known for his
. opposition to government intervention, arguing for continuation of government
control of broadcasting and the
application of the FCC
"Fairness Doctrine" to network news broadcasts.
Edith Elron, a feature writer
for TV Guide, also appeared on
the PBS program. Miss Efron

broadcasts, coercive govern- derstand that."
is the author of a just-published
RUSHER: -Since you're
command
cannot
study of alleged network news ment
slanting in the last seven weeks creativity and fairness. The asking, Mr. St. John, I'll tell
you. You are yourself in point
of the 1968 presidential cam- way nonliberals must meet this
paign. Called "The News problem is to actively offer of fact an example, perhaps the
Twisters" Nash Publishing, their own talents to the net- principle example, of the
major netLos Angeles), the book pur- works as this columnist has tokenism of the
ports to present a precise case done. The sticcess of this ap- -works."
What neither Rusher nor
of news bias against then-can- proach can be measured by the
fact that we now do three com- others who complain about netdidate Richard Nixon, adding
mentaries a week for the CBS work bias want to face is that
up to an indictment of a liberal
Radio Network, one commen- opportunities do exist for the
.
broadcasting
bias in news
a week for the CBS "Morn- expression of a nonliberal point
tary
states
"The ideal solution,"
and a bimonthly re- of view, if only nonliberals will
News"
ing
as
Miss Efron, "to be enacted
for the NBC- seek them out and at the same
business
on
port
soon as teci.nology permits, is
Now note time perfect the professional
Show.
"Today"
TV
to blow the government out of
Rusher's answer to this suc- skill to present them. Falling
expel
To
altogether.
television
cessful alternative to a govern- back on government-imposed
the government totally from
ment-imposed "Fairness Doc- standards, as so many conserthe confines of an intellectual
vatives are willing to do, is not
trine."
medium. Until that is done, the
we don't only a break with past consersay
"You
RUSHER:
basic monopolistic situation
have sufficient confidence in vative insisWnce that governthat exists can't be deprived of
ment coercion be limited, but it
kind
the American people exercis- opens the door to gradual conthe only hedge against this
if
of thing, the use of the 'Fair- ing their judgment. But what
trol- of important news media
they are given basically just
ness Doctrine."
by government.
shows
news
however,
prime-time
three
remains,
The fact
Better that we should have a
exercise
to
talking
which
is
on
night
per
Efron
that what Miss
biased broadcasting systein
don't
they
about "as soon as technology their judgment and
free and protected by the First
permits" is cable TV, which care for any of them? What do
Amendment than a governkisixtia the. attune fate of govern- they do then? Listen to .yokt,
YINtailI-zontrolled and politleifed
commercial
Radio?"
CBS
as
ment regulation
system. Experience shows you
ST. JOHN: "You've got to can argue for change with a
broadcasting. So the solution is
news
no solution and the use of the differentiate between
biased instrument for trans"Fairness Doctrine" to some- presentation and opinion. Now
mitting ideas, but not with govhow bring balance to network the waY yeti deal with this is ernment bureaucrats who hold
comthe
end
examine
to
likely
you
that
is
news
broadcast
the monopoly of government
as it has in the past: a political plexity of this problem. Most force.
weapon used and abused by people who share a particular
whatever political party has point of view such as you may
(St. John is a CBS Radio Nethold or I hold, tend to go off and
control of the FCC.
work "Spectrum" commentato
tend
they
to
asked
books,
write
was
not
This columnist
tor and is seen each Monday on
appear on "The Advocates" become businessmen. There's the CBS-TV "Morning News.")
in
there
speaking for abolition of the a whole complex issue
"Fairness Doctrine" and ex- terms of the intellectual life.
tension of First Amendment Now how do you use governprotection to broadcast news. ment coercion and powers to
My argument is that while bias rectify what is essentially an
does exist in network news intellectual choice' I don't un-

U.S., USSR'
To Exchange

* SPECIAL *

Space Data

(Murray Only)

SPACE CENTER, Houston
AP) — The United States and'
the Soviet Union have agreed to
start exchanging medical and
biological data gleaned from
space flights and will talk
about exchanging scientists, the
Manned Spacecraft Center has
$1.25 Value
announced.
The agreement recommends
that cochairmen of a joint
Gravy
with
s
working group explore the pos3 Pieces Chicken Potatoe
Sibility of an exchange of one
Cole Slaw, Rolls
or two scientists to work in laboratories during biomedical reRECIPE
COLONEL SANDERS'
search programs in the two nations.
Details of the agreement
were worked out in a meeting
in Moscow Oct. 9-13 and were
Monday. The Octoannounced
1
753-710
Phone
12th & Sycamore
ber meeting resulted from a
Jan. 21 space cooperation
agreement between the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Soviet
Academy of Sciences.
The cochairmen of the working group are Dr. Charles A.
Berry, former chief physician
FROZEN
DRIED
KITCHEN KRAF1
for the U.S. astronaut team and
FROSTY ACRES
1-1b.
23t 1 now NASA's director of life sciNo. 300 can
ences, and Dr. N. N. Gurnvskly
20-oz.
t
of the U.S.S.R. Ministry of
2-1b.
Health and a member of the
bag
lir
Soviet Academy.
The announcement said the
October session included an examination of selected biomedical data and an exchange of reBusron the Soviet Soyuz and
DF:hresTHRILLSRiezge3/79$ ports
the U.S. Apollo programs.
"In the interest of expanded
Bush
No 303 can
Bush
and more regular exchange of
space biomedical data the
working group recommended
that meetings be held at least
once a year or more frequently
Frozen
NEW! Kraft Swiss
should the need arise," the announcement said.
"The joint working group recommended that the next meetwith Diced Turmps
ing be held in May 1972 in the
United States to consider in ad.
k.4
.
.,.t1.4 v. dition to flight data, methods of
Sw A n ns M k t.
. ...
•
the state of the hu4. predicting
)
)
man organism during and after
10
WHEN fnii But
SAVE
:fl>1
••
Smok
<• space flights, methods of pre)
et
and post-flight medical obser118.
Chunk
vations of flight crew members,
, .3•4.
and recommendations to
achieve a consistent use of terSliced
minology."
THISPRICE
1N
WITH
.).4.
$1
SANTA'S HELPERS
BAST1A, Corsica UPI) —
lb A'
Weeks ago, children from the
>Al
village school of Montagnana,
.:
Sliced
,.,H-o caoaa 89, .);.:(
. _
near Padua, Italy, sent Santa
>et..
... Claus a message aboard a red
).4. balloon asking for toys. Today
4 .;.$: — el 600d Ihru Jan 6, 1972
a parcel with toys was enroute
lb ,„),!t:;..W
to their hamlet.
Winds carried the balloon
NABISCO
boxes hundreds of miles, dropping it
in the schoolyard of Moriant
French Corsica, where th!
19
teacher, Joseph Leon', and his
pupils organized a fund-raising
campaign to buy the toys.
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Roses Will Be Closed NevYear's Day
DECORATOR
ERS
DIAP
SEYE
BIRD
READ
BEDSP
One Dozen

•Quilted Taffeta
27"x27"

•Floral
•Twin Size
Rec.
:397

27
SHEETS - PILLOW
CASES

0

50% Cotton-50% Polyester
Blue or Gold Floral
Twin
$222
- Reg.

*
0

3/39c TURIPGRNS. /35'

HOMINY

PILLOW CASES
Reg. $ 1 96
.$2.22

edsliced

9c,
r :)•<•
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14.
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•

•

•
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VANILLA WAFERS $1

We Wish For You . . .

1 A Happy, Prosperous New Year!!

It costs $n to enter the I' S
()pen golf championship

*

5.

6'x9'

RUG
Tweed or
Solid
•100% Nylon

'9.94
Value

BLANKETS

IRONING
BOARD

14

rao & COVER

50% Rayon
50% Polyester

Teflon cover
with
heavy fluftex pad

Nylon Binding
72"x90.
140

SH
Al
CH

1'"
•

88

1

2

Reg.
5397

SHOWER CAPS

72'

Reg.
88'

PHOTO FRAMES
Large selection -

Bouffant style,

Non-glare glass -

lovely florals

2"
/
2"x41
/
31
Satin lined to

to

protect hair style.

2

Reg.

62

11"x14"

Ca

Ea.

for $

4ti
...........011/

KOTEX

CORONET TISSUE
200 2-Ply Tissues

Box of 12

•Delicate
lemon
scent
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or

.,<•
.
.••
v.

CAN of
FOLGER'S COFFEE

za c L):<:

1.96

.................

vrox.K::.

MEATS

Jowl

322

Reg.
13.66

TURNIP GRNS.19

$123

FONDU MIX

$178

Reg.
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u
6
F:
52.
er
...igagg
--41v-41

BLACKEYED PEAS

2,

'N
\.
PqN.irbent .444444.4

-.--amossmsnss

CANNON NO-IRON

45

KRAUT ,3139-,' 2/39'

)cit!

41.

Swanns Market
59

THURSDAY & F IDAY-DEC, 30-31

Super

Reg.
43'

8

Reg.
3/91'
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f r
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.11,111 I"
"""''''''

THRIFT

Motor Oil
Non Detergent
SAE 30

5

-"ClIa$22=aaara--awwX
"
.
1431111."---awarall

PRFSTONE

WINDSHIELD
WASHER
Premixed, cuts grease, film,
cleans ice, snow

Qts.

3

Qts.
•

4
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Center
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* We Will Be Open New Year's Day *

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

1-31

"TRUE VALUE"
SINGLE UNIT PRICING

ICR

One-Quarter
Pork Loin
Back Ribs
Bacon
Bobo na

-ur
--ittrrrrer"--

PORK
CHOPS.

lb.59

Country Style

69;

Smoked

lb.

All-Meat

Sliced

lb"

First Cut

In The Piece
ib. 29')19
lb.

PORK CHOPS lb 49'

HOG JOINL'd
Kitchen Kraft

59;
49;
69;

lb.

Matchless

•

.

Detergent

BLACK-EYE I
PEAS
SHOWBOAT PORK & BEANS
AJAX DETERGENT
CHURNGOLD SOFT MARGARINE
Maxwell House

INSTANT
COFFEE

12'
25'
33'

98

6 Oz Jar
3-lb. can
Tall Can

88'
15'
12'

O9

White Gold

SUGAR

22

CHERRIE
la
iRRIES
S "Ca
303

TEENIE WEENIE

PEAS

No. 303 can

Roll

I.G.A.

CRISCO
GA.
I
CANNED MILK
Campbell's
TOMATO SOUP

TOWELS Big
KRAFT MACARONI & CHEESE

DINNERS
BEANS
PICKLES

SWEET

6-oz can

SALAD
44
,
DRES'NG Qt*
I

29 SOLID OLEO
BISCUITS
19 I.G.A.BABY
FOOD
55,
BRE
AD
i
t
53

12
39'

19'
8-oz. can 8
'
Strained
9'
1-lb.

IGA

4-1b. Bag

•:;

20•0 Loaf

Frssh - Firm

CHICKEN OF THE SEA

28-oz.
19'
2-lb. box $ 1,19
No. 303 can 25'

7 oz

Great Northern Dry

WE PICK - SWEET

lb.

23t

COCA-COLA
VELVEETA
I.G.A. APPLE SAUCE
Table-Rite

Gerbef

10 Lb.

POTATOES

POTATO Mt
CHIPS T., pl

Giant Size

No. 300 can
Reg. Size
Jib. cup

9t,

I.G.A.

FAB°

No 300 Can

TUNA

Sliced

RIPE YELLOW

BANAN
AS
CABBAGE

lb

FRESH, CRISP

RADISH
ES
lb9

Cello Bag

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS ICA It's the total on the tape that counts!

4
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Read The Want Ads

Re-Redistricting Will
Highlight 1972 Session

FliAINKFORT,Ky. —in just a yet been approved by the entire
few days Kentucky's legislators committee.
Kentucky's current minimum
will be back in business here
tackling a stack of new wage, for small businesses not
legislation and at least one big affected by the federal
minimum, is 75 cents in
headache.
The legislature's 14 interim Louisville and 65 cents over the
committees have been busy rest of the state.
Farmers and cattlemen
exploring new bills and at least
20 have been prefiled for in- would benefit from two bills
troduction. The list will have being proposed by the subgrown to nearly 100 by the time committee on agriculture.
One proposal would require
the session opens.
So in the early days of the labeling of commercial feeds,
session there will be more than licensing of feed distributors
the usual backlog of business and registration of all feeds
develops because the with the University of Kentucky
that
General Assembly meets only Experimental Station.
The second bill would require
once every Iwo years.
of commercial
The biggest headache for the licensing
lawmakers will come in pesticide applicators and
developing a new reap- standardized pesticide services,
portionment plan, realigning and would promote proper use
congressional, of the chemicals to avoid bans
Kentucky's
legislative and judicial districts resulting from misuse.
Insurance
state
The
to conform as much as possible
with recent population shifts. Department plans to introdoce
The legislature tried it legislation protecting
before—fast hfarch—and the policyholders if an insurance
plan was thrown out by U.S. company goes bankrupt.
District Court for straying too Another bill would require
far from mathematics equality. insurance companies to give
Now it must redraw the reasons for refusing to renew
•fter
policies
districts.
One of the largest pieces of
Judge Mac
District
U.S.
Walston,
Charley
Jones,
row,
Pearl
third
Jeffrey;
Talmadge
SHADY HILL student body of the class of 1913-14, is pictured
will be the Kentucky
legislation
per
three
ruled
has
Swinford
Hollis
Roy
Burkeen„
Coy
Williams,
Davy Hopkins,
W the photo taken January 21, 1914 The one room school was
cent the maximum allowable Crime Commission's 12-bill
row,
fourth
Rufus
Duncan;
and
Jeffrey,
Tilinan
Culver,
Aubry
Cemetery.
located about five miles east of Dexter near Jeffrey
deviation in population for revision of the state criminal
Clyde Burkeen, Stanley Duncan, Earl Childress, Corbit HutCharley Turner was the teacher Back row, left to right, Ivy
code.
the districts.
redrawing
Burkeeu,
Daniel
identity
unknown,
Hopkins,
chens, Fuqua
Culver. Hendrix Burkeen, Solon Hopkins, Euclid Jones. Roy
If approved it would group
They currently are about 35
now,
Miss
Broach,
fifth
and
Gus
Hopkins;
Burkeen.
Aubry
Duncan,
Ivy
Ross, Shelter Hopkins, Carl Hopkins, Jesse Culver,
cent out of line. The Fourth similar crimes into related
per
Mardis,
Lucille
Janie
Collins,
Hattie
Duncan,
Jeffrey,
Tennie
and Cecil Hopkins: second row, BeIva Jones, Ruby Culver,
District is about 25 per cent classes, assign penalties by
Eula Grace Burkeen, Ruby Puckett, Beatrice Jones, Nlva
Lenice McClain, Vera Burkeen. Charley Turner, teacher, Reba
above the desired norm while felony and misdemeanor, allow
The picture Is the
and
Coy
McClain.
Collins,
George
Jones,
and
Burkeen,
Barnes
Hopkins, Ruth Burkeen, Myrtle Hopkins,
the Fifth District falls 10 per prisoners to work outside
property of Mrs. T. C. Parrish.
cent short of the magic number. prisons or jails and provide
That means the legislators probation and parole for those
will have to borrow from some convicted of misdemeanors.
The legislators also will have
districts and give to others to
to
consider creation of a new
the
meet
and
equality
achieve
By LAURANCE F. STUNTZ
one exception, international fi- money men. The meetings of
The heads of the central
It's a environmental superagency, a
Associated Press Writer
nancial stability overrode na- the Bank for International Set- banks in 1931 carried the load. "one man,one vote" rule.
will cause severance tax on coal, apPeople who think the world tional interests.
tlement provided an occasional As a result, Montagu Norman, task which no doubt
midnight propriations to state agencies
much
of
burning
the
doesn't improve might compare
The result is that the 1931 reason for meeting but gave governor of the Bank of Engand possibly removal of the
the action of the world's money crisis ended in tragedy, with little or no staff support. In the land,collapsed halfway through oil and much frustration.
sales tax on food.
consider
will
also
They
folmen in 1931 and 1971.
currencies
the collapse of
later crisis, the Internal Mon- the crisis and was out of action.
For the lawmakers,the public
if
which,
bills
other
several
between
In 1931, mutual help
lowed by unemployment, the etary Fund was an active or- All the bankers„ since they
effect Ken- and the news media alike, this
oentrai isanits was grudging collapse of business, and the ganization for consultation.
could not talk to many people passed, would
direct ways. session should comprise 60
and slow. Aid to each other, Great Depression. So far the
for fear of revealing the crisis tuckians in more
now in interesting days.
bills,
of
group
One
dribbled
was
*hen it came,
1971 crisis has avoided tragedy
carried the load alone.
SHIP OF RELIGION
includes an
nut, measured against strict na- and reached a compromise that
Again in contrast, in 1971 various stages,
EVERETT. Wash AP) —
Kentucky's
tional interests, country against everybody can live with.
The North Puget Sound Con- there was staff support from amendment to
Compensation
121 YEARS 01.0
country.
ference of the American Lo- the IMF, whose experts had Workmen's
in the
The Federal Reserve Bank of theran Church has taken posSAN AU(,USTINE Tex
In contrast, 40 years later the
watched the situation and pre- Laws and an increase
tAP) — McMahan Chapel, oldmutual aid was given quickly, New York has published a use- session of the cruiser Christian. pared plans which could be pro- state minimum wage.
comp est Protastarkz charch in Texas.
workmen's
vith the realization that a ful little monograph by Stephen a 90-foot diesel-powered craft posed. Above all, the 1971 min- ipe
now being studied celebrated its 138th anniversary
Ipeedy settlement was in ev- VZI: Clarke on "Central Bank desiiped for use In'therliffitstfy
ters had the experience of amendment,
campers
school-aged
high
This
of
1924-31".
Cooperation
Research recently
Legislative
by the
erybody's best interests. With
It was established in 1833 and
The boat, for use by all Lu- 1931 to draw on and knew what Commission, would increase
draws on the memorandums
avoid.
to
pera continuous record of unhas
28
sleeps
synods.
theran
cast
Mitajoins
written by George L. Harrison,
benefits for black lung victims broken service
a
to
course,
used-rfor
of
early,
be
too
is
will
It
and
sons
Rita
—
(UPI)
HOLLYWOOD
governor of the bank during the
The church was first pasvariety of water-oriented re- go congratulating ourselves on and raise burial benefits.
lityworth, after a tong absence
crisis, on his almost daily tele- treats
The proposal to boost the tured by the Rex Littleton
DepresGreat
another
escaping
fnam the screen, has been added
cenphone conversations with
The boat's first trip will be a sion. Much remains to be done. minimum wage to $1.30 per Fowler who is buried beneath
to the cast of "The Wrath of
tral bankers of other nations. It three-week voyage to Alaska
has been en- the pulpit of the church The
MitRobert
But at least the machinery for hour statewide
starring
Gad."
of grave marker stands directl
also uses Federal Reserve his- with 24 youths aboard
subcommittee
the
by
dorsed
been
dealing with crisis has
on behind the pulpit
tory and documents.
Committee
Interim
the
found adequate for the first few
Elpaidi ballet set for Moscow
The political backgrounds of Rock restricted
Labor and Industry. It has not
rounds.
0 COPENHAGEN(UPI) — The
;
the two crises were entirely difAUSTIN, TEX. (UPI) —
Danish Ballet, a veteran
ferent. In 1931, hostility be- Promoters will have to get
of several American tours, will
tween German and France col- special permits before staging
vhit the Soviet Union next
ored and curbed all the negotia- any rock festivals in Texas.
autumn.
Texas legislators adopted •
tions. In 1971 the two countries
in
perform
will
The ballet
on
Gatherings Act" setting
"Mass
counted
be
could
general
in
includMoscow and Leningrad,
up sanitation and protection
to work together.
ing the works of August
Another difference was the requirements that must be met
Bournonville (1805-79), the
lack of any organization in 1931 before promoters can get authFrench-born originator of tradifor consultation among the orisation to hold festivals.
tional Danish ballet.
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SHOP
AND SAVE
AT

b BIG
PHOTO
DEVELOPING
SAVINGS

Money Men Of The World Change Attitude On Aid

Any Kodacolor
12 exposure film
processed and
printed
BE

00
Plus Tax

E;-es Jan. 5th
NO DEALERS PLEASE'

•

Clip these Coupons
for big savings
on your holiday
pictures
,C221— scov,1111Z:D
Regular or Super 8
Movie Developed

99

Jan
1972

Coupon Must Accompany Order .
Erglry J

I C=
CHROME SPECIAL ,

Message To Senior Citizens:

20 Exp. Roll of Slides
Developed and Mounted
Expires
1r Jan. 5.
1972

The new lodge for Senior Citizens at 1505 Stadium View Drive in
Murray Kentucky will be ready for occupancy January 1st. We are
working very hard now, to provide this area with the newest and most
modern home in Kentucky. We will be able to accomodate ambulatory
senior citizens for approximately $209.00 per month. If a person is now
receiving Kentucky Old Age Assistance benefits, they will be elgible for
up to 9166.00 from the State of Ky., depending on what other income is
available. See your Public Assistance Field Worker for details, and send
your name and address and phone number to P.O. Box no. 2 in Murra.
before Jan 1st 1972 and to the home at 1505 Stadium View Drive after Jan.

Coupon Must Accompany Order

Li ge,4.4

trytry'r

8x10 Color Enlargement
From Koda Color Negative Only'

1St..

Expires
Jan 5
1972

99'

FERN TERRACE LODGE
1505 Stadium Drive

Coupon Must Accompany Order'

Phone 753-7109
FEATURE ELEMENT—This dramatic refreshment bar is the highlight of • finished basement.
Mariite's textured wormy chestnut paneling was used to create • handsome. washable surface.

All
New Fresh
Nationally

FOR
2
Buy One Pair At Reg. Price Get A Second Pair Free !!
No Exehang
No Refunds

This offer includes Men's, Womens' and Childrens' Shoes!
You can mix them when buying, so bring the whole family!

FAMILY SH

RE

8

510 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky

Advertised

Glenn C Wooden, Owner

11(1.111 ",11111.
1,Se
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8:00 A.M.
12:00 P.M.

7 DAYS
A WEEK

Dick George

U.S.D.A. Inspected

Grade A Large

FRYERS

EGGS

3Doz$100
BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
SOUTH 12th STREET

Whole

23,

lb.
With '5.00 Additional Purchase

a

wLBy-The-Piece

o
HAM SLICES BACON
Center Cut Boneless

Sliced Slab
lb

25;
59

Home-made

49' PORK SAUSAGE

Braunschwiger

44 lb

PORK

Neck Bones Ib.19;

BEEF

SHORT RIBS

lb.

PORK STEAK

BOLOGNA

t
69 SMOKED JOWL3lbs.99

lb

FR. FRIES
DOG FOOD 8

2 b Bag

PORK LIVER

lb

35

Hyde Park

1c5a;13sz $100

29;

TISSUE

DINNERS 6

1

Boxes

FRESH

00 CHICKEN LIVERS

Pride of III.

TOMATO
JUICE

3 Cans $100 COKE or SPRITE

00
5

46 oz

Hunt's

28-0z_ Bottles

Size

(Limit: 5)

.
49 ORANGES 391TANGERINES D" 39
Florida

RED
10-lb. Bag

POTATOES

Showboat BLACK E YE

Morton

CREAM PIES

15 oz can

(Limit: 3)

COUPON
limit 1 per family

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

Burt,.

Pure

$199
3.,, can

;

3 /89c

9 07 can
Expires 1+72
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

GAINESBURGERS

69c

36 oz pkg
Expires 14-72
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

KLEENEX 3 /5119
TISSUE
/

C )UPON
Limit per family

COUPON
limit 1 per family

can

(Limit: 1)

78

COUPON
Limit 1 per family
I ntititi Detergent

CHIPOS

COFFEE
can

280 et. Box
Expires 1+72
Good Only at Storey's

3-lb.

(with coupon below)

(Limit 4

NI,Ires 14-72
Y AT STOREY'S
()NI
GOOD

39c

9 oz. Bo;
A
Expires 1472
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

Vegetable

CRISCO

COFFEE

Frolger,

AWAKE

CABBAGE

Folger's

PEAS

25; I

ea.

indise

lb.

No Deposit Bottles

Bread BABY FOOD 8'
s 00
2
0
0
z
.
4
Frt. Cocktail:0429c

used

3 lbs. or
More

4-Roll

Golden Grain Mac. & Cheese

Heinz

Firesh
nallv

BEEF

$100
3

Delta

55

Extra Lean

Mr. Dixie

Wayne

FRESH

12-oz. pkg.

SLICED

ALL-MEAT

Extra Lean

ARM 01W

GENTLE EELS
22 oz Hot
Expires 1-4-72
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

COUPON
Lilt 1 per family
Ocean Spray

CRANBERRY
SAUCE is

1Qc

Expyres 1-4-72
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'
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PRIZES
1. Winning baby must be born in this county.
2. Parents must be residents of this county.
3. Exact time of birth must be certified by
attending physician.
& Times
4. Applications musf be received at the Ledger
office by Tuesday, January 4, 1972.
5. In the event of a tie, the awards will go to the
first received
A BOTTLE OF

SINCERELY AUBREE MILK BATH
For The First Mother of 1972
from

See Us For All Your Needs In Flowers and Gifts

Fashion Two-Twenty
Cosmetics

BOX OF 30

FREE - 10 GALLONS OF GAS

PAMPERS

For Parents of Miss or Mr. 1972
Compliments of

To The First Baby of 1972

J & S Oil
We Would Like To Say Congratulations to The First Baby
of 1972 with its

FREE CAKE
For The Parents of the First Baby of 1972
Compliments of

Sammons Bakery
A DOZEN BEAUTIFUL RED ROSES

30 QUARTS OF
HOMOGENIZED MILK

from

For The First Baby of 1972
Compliments of

Shirley Florist

Ryan Milk Company

For The Mother of Miss or Mr. 1972

BABY CUP
For the First Baby of'1972
Compliments of

SHAMPOO & SET FOR MOTHER
of Miss or Mr. 1972

Murray Beauty Salon

Lindsey's Jewelry

Northside Shopping Center
Murray, Ky..
For The Woman Who Cares

A BOTTLE OF

10 GALLONS OF GASOLINE

TOTAL BODY MOISTURE LOTION
For The First Mother of 1972

from

Merle Norman Cosmetics

FIRST PAIR OF SHOES

Ryon Shoe Store
A SAVINGS ACCOUNT NOW OPEN
For First Miss or Mr. 1972
at

Bank of Murray
A GIFT FOR THE FIRST BABY
OF 1972

Dale 8 Stubblefield
— REXALL DRUG —

For Mr. or Miss 1972
Compliments of

For the Parents of the First Baby of 1972
Compliments of

Super Shell Service
Max McCuiston, owner

A PHOTOGRAPH OF THE NEW BABY

Love's Studio
Serving Murray for 35 Years
503 Poplar Street

Goose

FREE PIZZA or ITALIAN
SPAGHETTI DINNER
To Parents of First Miss or Mr. 1972

Trenholm's Drive-In

4(
4(
**
***
***
***
***
******************

******

*********************************
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Japan rushing
Olympic sites
KyodoCopley News Service

billion yen about $28 million).
Most of the 14 buildings and
related facilities for the six
games and 35 events have been
newly constructed. The first to
be completed was the Fujino
luge course southwest of

SAPPORO,Japan — With the
eight-day llth Winter Olympics
less than two months away
from the opening date,
Japanese sports officials are
Makomanai, the main site of
busily putting finishing touches the games, and the last was the
to the games, facilities and
indoor skating rink at
sites in and around Makomanai Tsukisappu,
north
of
near this capital of Japan's Makomanai and just about
northern-most main island.
midway between the city of
They boast that the coming Sapporo
and Makomanai; the
Sapporo Olympics Feb. 3-131 rink was finished in late
will be the greatest ever held, November.
surpassing the scale of the 10th
Almost all the newly conWinter Olympics held at structed
facilities
are
Grenoble, France, in 1968.
described as among the largest
For the Japanese, the winter and best in the world.
international games are the
The building housing the
realization of a long-cherished Tsukisappu indoor skating
dream just as the Tokyo rink, where ice hockey events
Olympics of 1964 were. Japan
will be held, has no pillars
had once been picked as a site inside to support the roof. It is
of a winter Olympics prior to large enough to accommodate
World War II but the games 6,000 persons at one time.
had to be canceled because of
Others that are first-rank, if
the war. Japan was selected as , not the best in tbir
world, we •
the site of the Ilth Winter the Makomanai skating rink,
Olympics at a general meeting
built at a cost of 1.9 billion yen
of the International Olympic ($5.7 million), the f0-meter
ComMittee (IOC) in Rome in Olurayama jump course
1966.
located west of Makomanai,
The Olympics has cost Japan
which underwent so extensive a
large sums of money. Con- renovation that it is almost
struction of facilities alone new, and the Makomanai speed
involved expenditure of 9.2 skating rink which is capable of
accommodating about 50,000
spectators.
Organizers of the Winter
Games estimate that about
750,000 persins will attend.
Their rough estimate puts the
number of athletes and officials
taking part at 2,300, Japanese
and foreign dignitaries and
special guests at 1,800,
Japanese and foreign newsmen
at 4,000 and those people who
By BILL NEIKIRK
take direct part in running the
Associated Press Writer
show at 13,000. A daily average
WASHINGTON(AP) — Internal Revenue Service agents will
of about 70,000 spectators is
expected. Additional millions
begin checking retail stores
will watch the games on
closely next week for violations
worldwide television.
of rules requiring freeze-period
As was the case with the
price ceilings to be posted
Tokyo Olympic Games in 1964,
prominently.
Sapporo and its environs don't
We will vigorously enforce
have enough hotels and inns to
this regulation," an IRS spokesgive lodging to visitors during
man said. "These directions
the games. Organizers report
have gone out to the field."
there are quarters for about
Enforcement will be concen10,000 visitors, but lodging
trated in big chain stores, those
facilities are far too inadequate
with annuli' sales of 9.100.4109.0t. amsw,wier -private homes acmore and subject to a governcommodating a number of
ment regulation requiring prior
people. A sports official has
approval of price increases, the
suggested using passenger
spokesman said.
lines berthed at the Otaru port
But he emphasized that connorth of Sapporo during the
sumers searching for the high- games as floating hotels for
est possible price a store can foreigners.
charge on a given item can obTickets for the opening and•
tain that information only by
closing ceremonies, which had
asking the store's management. been allotted by drawing, and
What must be posted under
those for the 90-meter and 70government requirements are
meter ski jumps and free figure
freeze-period prices, the legally skating have been sold out.
permissible ceilings that exist- Seventy per cent of the tickets
ed on goods during the 90-day for the slalom and giant slalom
wage-price freeze from Aug. 15 have been bought up and the
remainder are expected to be
to Nov. 13.
In many cases, retailers have sold out shortly.
asked and received approval
The city of Sapporo is still
from the Price Commission to undergoing a big face-lifting in
boost their prices beyond this preparation for the Winter
limit. As a result, the freeze- Olympics. The modern subperiod price is intended only as way system built at a cost of
43 billion yen ($130 million)
a rough guide for consumers.
There's one general rule, started service in November
however, that government and improvements being made
regulators informally pass on on major thoroughfares are
to consumers: If the price in- nearing completion. Local
crease on a given item exceeds businessmen's groups are
setting up welcome columns
2.5 per cent, ask the retailer for
and arches at 20 different
the new ceiling price.
places in the city and also will
Although 2.5 per cent is a hang decorative curtains from
government
general target, the
buildings. The Japanese
has approved many price in- delegation to the Olympics will
creases higher than that. The enter the Olympic Village on
rule is that a retailer may not Jan. 12, the day the village
boost his percentage markup, opens.
and price increases must be
justified by cost increases.
Consumers, however, will not
Entertaining propaganda
get a look at all the ceiling
prices that were permissible
1.11114 1 11 (UPI) during the freeze.
The Malaysian government is
A retailer with annual sales using a unique method for home
of more than $100,000 a year propaganda. It is putting on
must post the freeze-period stage shows billed as "an
ceiling prices on, at most, 40 evening of information through
items in each department ef his si mg. dance and drama.-store. The items covered are
Called "Pentaram.- the
the ones he sold most during shows revoke around Malaysia 's
the last fiscal year. Or he may national ideology, new e('onompost prices only on items that ic policy. 'I hey also preach
accounted for at least half of racial harmony lie, ween the
total dollar sales in each de- Malay majority and the Chinese
iritv Inc1
recent show had
partment.
One exception: Large retai- iii audience, ot 10,000.
lers must post freeze-period
prices on all of their food prod- ACCIDENT KILLS GOLDING
ucts.
MUSKOGEE, Okla.(UPI) —
For retailers with annual
Golding Jr., a fleet
sales less than $100,000, the Joseph G.
the 1941 and 1946
halfback
for
same posting rules apply, with
Oklahoma Sooners, was killed
a few exceptions. Not all food
in a one-car accident south of
ceiling prices must be posted,
Muskogee Sunday
only the ceiling prices on highvolume goods.
Golding, nicknamed "Junior"
The IRS spokesman said little signed to play professional
trouble is foreseen in gaining football in 1947 with the Boston
compliance with the posting re- Yanks of the old All-America
quirements, long sought by coh- conference. His two-year consumer groups. "We're getting a tract for $10,500 made him the
140(X1 response," he said.
top-paid pro of that era.

FOR YOUR MONEY!
WE WILL BE CLOSED SATURDAY, JAN. 1,
FOR INVENTORY

Tx.ixonlr.^ ..rm.rrr

J.Z.e

,
Tr
ve etir,

V.

"11%•SP,

tars., glarycan.13.0

TL,

r

Li •

r

FANCY YELLOW RIPE

IRS Agents
To Check
Price Rules

CAM PTON
YELLOW FREESTONE

PEACH
HALVES

,Bush Canned Food
I
SALE

RED

BLACKEYE
SPAGE,IisTT1
PEAS
MACiRONI '

WHITE HOMINY 141/2-oz can
GREAT NOR'N BEANS 15oz
RED HOT CHILI BEANSi5oz can
PINTO BEANS 15-u can
SPAGHETTI With Tomato Sauce and Cheese 15-oz. can
SAUER KRAUT 10-°z can

1-1b. Cello Bag

AT HARD TO BEAT
4
PRICES

4*FROSTY WHIP 25'
740; POT
rui
u"(eY "va
IROSTY ACRES

FREE! FREE!

1-Lb.

With

Blackeye Peas

Pt

SUGAR CURED — Sliced or In The Piece

. FROSTY ACRES

,
3 Arib'

Chicken Beef

I0
t

PIES"
DELIGHT

FR. FRIES

Pig Feet

Parker's Market kW"
MORRELL FRONTIER BRAND SLICED

1-1b. pkg.

Here comes the New
Year! We hope it will
be the happiest yet for
all our friends
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Describes Role Of Technology In Modern Law
By J. EDGAR HOOVER
Director ol FBI
Written for
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — I
Orequently hear the question
asked: "Why has not crime
subsided with the improvements to law enforcement in
recent years?" The question is
a good one and demands a
straightforward answer. The
answer, it seems to me, is
clear . Improved law enforcement cannot by itself control
crime.
The current crime problem
developed over a long period of
time. It is the outgrowth of
multiple causes that essentially
reveal that for many years our
society has been out of kilter
with a number of fundamental
principles necessary for its
healthy, orderly, and secure
progress under a rule of law.
Reversing this trend will be
neither quick nor easy.
To halt the growth of crime
will require changes and improvements throughout our
society_but particularly__ in theadthinistration-of-justice eye-

Outside the criminal justice
complex, the disproportionate
involvement of youth in serious
crime demands priority attention with special emphasis in
our educational system on the
responsibilities of the individual
to the rule of law in a free
society.'The importance of such
an educational effort cannot, in
my opinion, be overestimated.

Prisoner rehabilitation, court
reorganization, adequate anticrime legislation, penal reforms, qpd expanded data on
crime and criminals, are but a
few of the-areas where efforts
are being mobilized to correct
deficiencies which have unintentionally aided the proliferation of criminality.

As for law enforcement, it
has entered an era in which its
ability to respond to crime has
been drastically improved by
technology. The methods of law
enforcement have not significantly changed buiNhe manner in which they are applied
has.
Primary among the advanced
technology that is changing police capability are sophisticated
communications and recordstorage systems.
By use of the computer, communications and records have
been impressively joined to
give law enforcement an extraordinary tool in the discovery of crime and its pareateotors. More important, this
computer technology holds incredible promise in the future
of law enforcement. .

_uted must often tx- caught
with "the goods on him."
The unsuccessful shoplifter
who is detected inside the store
or nearby poses no particular
problem for the police. The
property is recovered and his
connection with the crime is irrefutably established. These
circumstances lead to the offender's conviction which, of
course, is the greatest of all
crime deterrents.
But what of the shoplifter
who anonymously and successfully flees the crime scene, or
those—quite probably the majority—who leave the victimized establishment without
being detected?.
A few years ago the police
would have had to rely on rare
and chance events to uncover
these offenders, especially in
situations which could produce
evidence to insure their convictions.
This is no longer the case.
Discovering the hidden per-

petrators of high-volume street
crime offenses may never become the rule of police work,
but increasingly it is becoming
less and less the exception.
police commuVersatile
nications systems and nearly
instantaneous exchanges of vital law enforcement data on
crimes and criminals, as exemplified by the FBI's National
Grime Information Center
(NCIC),are exposing thieves of
all types hourly.
Two-way radio-equipped foot
patrolmen can now translate
mere suspicion into prompt and
effective police action often
leading to a felon's identification and arrest.
Many items of serially identifiable property reported missing or stolen in computerized
police records frequently are
swiftly located-sometimes with
the probable thief-at a pawn
shop some distance from the
victimized establishment.
A patrol car officer's radio

inquiry concerning the registered owner of a stalled vehicle, containing a dozen new
women's dresses, can alert the
officer to the possibility of a
crime by the fact that the car's
owner has a long arrest record
for shoplifting.
Police performance is further
improved by this new technology since a defendant's guilt
is more often established from
the sureness of physical evidence rather than the uncertainty that frequently accompanies eyewitness testimony.
The NCIC, located at FBI
Headquarters in Washington,
D.C., now encompasses highspeed law enforcement communication and data exchange networks of 50 states, the District
of Columbia, and Canada.
With more than three million
records, the NCIC computer
has handled with cooperating
law enforcement agencies as
many as 90,000 transactions a
day and is furnishing positive

responses -identifying crimes,
criminals, and stolen property—to as many as 900 inquiries
daily. As this system expands,
so will the proficiency of law
enforcement.
Advancing technology now
promises to some day soon convert the FBI's massive fingerprint files to computer storage
with the ability to electronically
read, classify, and retrieve a
previously entered record.
With this capability it is conceivable that in the future a
defiant criminal's identity (or
that of an evasive suspect)
might be instantly determined
by simply placing his hand on
an electronic scanning unit at
police headquarters—or one
mounted even in a patrol car.
New law enforcement technology is building a formidable
assault on crime. This progress, I am confident, will spearhead a broad and successful attack on lawlessness from
society as a whole.

JUST A LITTLE PLANNING—This pleasant laundry room is a far
cry from the unfinished cement block walls of the past. Preflnished
Marlite paneling is highly resistant to heat, stains and hard wear. It
can be cleaned with an ofcasional damp wiping.
Tires are much more easily cut
on wet roai, If you should get a
flat tire, pu as far off the road as
possible and set up some type of
flare or reflective device so that
oncoming traffic will see you.

Consider the problem posed
to police by a commorrstreet
crime which reaches virulent
intensity at this time of year—
shoplifting. True to the parlance of yesteryear, the shoplifter to be successfully prose-

School Favors One
Subject At A Time
By ROBERT STRAND
OAKLAND, Calif. (UPI) —A
Roman Catholic high school is
moving toward dropping the
whole system of six 45-minute
classes a day,five days a week,
in favor of studying one subject
at a time.
The trouble with the present
system, so goes the theory, is
that as a teacher begins
developing a thought —and
catches interest —the bell
rings.
The pupil marches off to
another class where the teacher
makes a simpler point in 10
minutes, then leaves everybody
in the doldrums until the bell
rings again.
Thestudent may have 90
minutes homework, but he cuts
it up into 15 minutes for each
subject —hardly enough to
get started.
"Total immersion" in one
subject would allow him to give
it his full time and energy,"
says John Appel, lay principal
of St. Elizabeth, a Franciscan-

operated school, with 724 pupils.
provides Exposure
It also provides the kind of
concentrated exposure of a
teacher and his students to
each other, which makes better
personal understanding unavoidable.
Eventually, Appel thinks St.
Elizabeth and other schools will
break up much of the school
year into three or four week
periods, each devoted to
studying only one or two
subjects at a time.
The main problem, he says,
is that kind of scheduling might
not work in teaching skills such
as typing that depend on long
daily practice.
As a starter, St. Elizabeth
will try the one-or-two subject
plan for the first three weeks of
January. Students will revert to
the normalcurriculum, and
repeat the experiment for three
weeks in May.
If both the student body and
faculty are then enthusiastic,
Appel says the experiment will
be gradually extended into a
larger part of the ichool year.
Appel predicts students will
study more and teachers will
teach more, -because once they
get going on a subject, they are
not going to let up."
Could Avoid Disruption
During the experiment, an
LEXINGTON, Ky.—Ninety- ecology group could devote day
five per cent of Kentucky's 190 after day to collecting specischool districts are using mens on field trips. Normally a
educational
television biology field trip disrupts the
programs broadcast from the whole class schedule.
Students studying astronomy
Kentucky
Educational
Television Network this school will do their work at night
year, a recently completed when telescopes work best. A
group interested in the Amerinetwork study indicates.
0.Leonard Press, executive can legal system will visit law
director of KET, said that 183 offices and attend court trials.
An advanced office proceout of 190 school districts use
the programs, compared to 177 dures classroom will be arranged like an office. Spending
last year.
The
major increase this the day as if they were on a
school year has been on the high job, students will even get
coffee breaks.
school level.
A busload of students will
Press said there has been
difficulty
in
providing study Mexican art and culture
educational
television in Mexico. Drama students will
programs to junior and senior produce a Dylan Thomas play.
high students because of the Some students will pursue
scarcity of good quality upper- projects of their own under
level programs available for supervision of a sister running
lease from television libraries. the' "do-it-yourself" departAs a result of the increased ment.
ofto far, Appel says, parents
interest in such programs,
Press said, KET is asking the rdtuidly approved of the experlegislature for funds to produce iment. He says, "they like the
television series designed fact that the school is
specifically for junior and innovative."
senior high students.
Ninety-seven per cent of the
VISIT POLAND
elementary schools within the
MINICH (API - Julius Car183 using districts are utilizing dinal Doepfner, archbishop of
television Munich and Freising. has aceducational
cepted an invitation to visit Poprograms in their classes.
land sometime in 1972
Press said the usage on the
The Cardinal, chairman of
junior and senior high levels has the German
Bishops Condiverse
by
complicated
been
ference. was invited by the
schedules which exist in the
bishops at the Rome cereupper grades.
mony in which Pope Paul VI
"But with so many schools blessed Padre Maximilian
buying video tape recorders," Kolbe. the Polish priest who
he said, "The taping of perished in Auschwitz
programs for later replay
Chuck Crust senior from
greatly Increases their chance
of being seen in the upper Salamanca N Y is captain of
Penn States basketball team
grades."

Kentucky ETV
Reaches Most
State Schools

ON ALL

CHRISTMAS
CARDS
GIFT WRAP
ORNAMENTS
DECORATION

Papermate
Malibu Pen

49C Value

When your skin is dry and Chapped,
smooth on Triple Lanolin. It soothes, softens
and gives added protection against water, wind
and weather. Try Triple Lanolin. It gives your hands
a soft touch for the people you Cafe for.

Ti,N OM SIMI

DISPONI" 1110ITII

ONINNINS 1110TTLI

.
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JOHNS OHS
OPEN NEW YEAR'S DAY

Prices Good Thru January 4th
Swift

Swift Premium

BACON

room Is • far
Preftnished
hard wear It

WIENERS
„., 49' CHUCK
First Cut

lb.
hi 1011
DR Y0111

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN

istliTi

SIRLOIN
STEAK

lb.

ROAST
, 591

Swift Premium ProTer

Swift Premium Proten

BEEF

Swift Premium
ProTen

T-BONE
STEAK

1.19

*,1.49

* FROZEN FOODS *

* PRODUCE

*

Frosty Acres

10 Lbs.

29
'
RED POTATOES

BRUSSEL SPROUTS

49
'

Frosty Acres

lb.

CABBAGE
23
'

CUT CORN

10`

Banquet

CHICKEN

19
'
BANANAS

POT PIES
Frosty Acres

:
3 lbs. 290
3/sr YELLOW ONIONS

FRENCH FRIES
BLACK EYE

Tennessee Brand

PEAS

12...19t

25
'
FRESH SLAW

4.4

Al

LADY BETTY

DETERGENT

STEAK

Carnation

PRUNE

JOY

SAUCE

49'

35'
RED & WHITE
NON-DAIRY

MORRELL SNACK

SPREADABLES

JUICE

45'
CHEER

DOG
CREAMER

MEAT

39t

59'

OLEO

FOOD

99'

$219

b

15'

No

2/23' 2/25'
ClP
a,

BOUNTY

Potato Chips

39'

Twin Bag

SPARE
RIBS

lb.

49'

TOWELS LUNCHEON
MEAT
Large Roll

39'

2/35444

=

',PT CIA! PRI( I
MOTH TNI( r.noPnw

APPLE SAUCE SHORTENING

99

Expires Jan. 8th

with this coupoi when vo,,
A
1
B. BAG of

MAXWELL HOUSE*
ELECTRA PERK coffee

No

( an

19'

3 lbs.

79'

1 lb Bag Only
One Coupon per Family • Offer Expires_

•
4

SAVE 12'
JOHNSON'S

93
'
without coupon '1 19

f alue

49'

Johnson's Coupon

•

INSTANT FOLGEWS
COFFEE CRYSTALS

Salad Dressing
Quart

Red & White
Pure Vegetable

Musselman's

5 SAVE 25'

Kraft Salad Bowl

••••••••
..........
•
••••-••••••••••••••
••••••••

[oh nson

59,

12-oz

KRAUT
No. 303 can

89'

380,

Morrell Snack

BUSH CHOPPED

FRESH

OIL

PEAS

•••••••••40110.4elle

Lay's

toprorot

HOMINY

DELITE SOLID

LUNCHEON

WESSON

BLACKEYE

55'

7 oz.

FIELD TRIAL

KITCHEN KRAFT

BUSH WHITE

73'

with coupon

Expires Jah. 4th
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Religion In The News

Jesus Becomes Latest Hero Of American Youth In 1971
top development in the religious field, which has grown increasingly fluid and variable,
more of a protean movement
than one with clear-cut institutional structures.
a

By GEORGE W. CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
NEW YORK AP)- Jesus in
1971 became the Latest hero on
the American youth scene.
That seemed to be the year's

,
5-30
6:00
6:25
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
I:30
9:00

ganizations.
It "has been a year of search
for instant salvation," says the
Rev. Dr. Eugene Smith, U.S.
executive for the World Council
of Churches, who adds that

This aspect showed up in
many ways, including the surge
of interest in Jesus and in other
religious resources among
young people, who widely
shunned traditional church or-

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Wednesday Evening *
CH. 3
WSIL
News
Cactus
Weather
Spts Chal
Bewitched
Father
Ed
Fam
Smith
Shirley
Man City

CH. 5
WLAC
5. 25 News
6:00 News
f.ing
6 . 30 Mann
7:00 Burnett
COO Met.. Cern.
9:00 Manmx
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

CH. 4
WSM
Dragnet
6.30
7 . 00 Adam 11
7 30 Movie
9:00 Night Gal
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

CH. 6
WPSD
6.30 Nash.
7.00 Adam 12
7,30 myst Movie
900 Gallery
10:00 News
10.30 Tonight

CH. 8
WSIX
5.30 News
6:00 Andy Grit.
630 Make-Deal
7:00 Bewitched
7:30 Ed's
Father
8:00 Smith
Farm
8:30 Shirley
Wld.
9:00 Man-City
10:00 Takes Thief
11:00 News
11:30 Cavett

CH. 12
KFVS
5:30 News
6:30 Rollin'
7:00 Burnett
1:00 C. Burnett
MOO Med. Center
9:00 Mannix
10:00 News
10:30 Mery Griffin
12:00 News

CH. 29
WDXR
5 57 News
6,00 Movie
7.27 NeOs
7.30 Theater 29
9:35 Weather
9:40 News
9:53 Harvey
10,00 Creel . Feat.
10:30 Movie
12 . 00 Sports

-

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Thursday *
830 Lalanne
9:00 The Hour
1L.30 That Girl
11:00 Bewitched
1130 Password
12:00 My Child.
11.30 Make-Deal
.1:00 Newtyweds
1:30 Dating
1:00 Gen. Hosp
2:30 One Life
3:00 Love Am
1:30 Matinee
Lewis
5:00 H.X.
530 News
gpl. 011 News
6:30 Safari
7:00 Smith& Jones
8:00 Longstreet
9,00 Marshall
10,00 News
10:30 Cavett

6:00 Mor Show
7 00 Today
9.00 Dinah
9 30 Concen
10 00 Sale-Cm n
10:30 Squares
11:00 Jeopardy
11:30 WWW
12:00 Noon
1:00 Our Liy.s
1:30 Doctors
2:00 An. World
2:30 Prordse
3:00 Somerset
3:30 virsoman
5:00 Mayberry
6:00 News
6:30 Primus
7:00 Flip Wilson
0:00 lronside
9:00 Dean Martin
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

5:45 Journal
6:00 News
6:30 N'Ville
AM
7:55 Kitc.
Korn.
8:00 Kangaroo
9:00 Tell-Truth
930 T or C
10:00 Fam. Affair
10:30 Love of Life
11:00 Heart Is
11:30 Search
12:00 Singing Con.
12:25 News
12:30 World Turns
1:00 Love Is
1:30 Guiding_ Liobt
2:00 Secret Storm
2:30 Secret Storm
2:30 Edge of Night
Pyle
3:00 Gomer
.
3:30 Gilligan
4:00 Movie
6:30.Tell-Truth
700 Peach Bowl
10 -00 News
10130.P. Mason
1130 M0Vie

6:30 McCoys
5 45 Sun Sem.
7:00 Today
7:00 Bozo
Show s:IS Devotional
:.
6 15 Break
9:00 Dinah
4:30 Romper
10:00 Movie
7 00 News
9:30 Concent.
9:00 Lucy ,
11:50 Sewing
4 00 Kangaroo
10,00 Sale Cen. 930 Hillbillies
Gourmet
12:00
9 00 Lucy
10:30 Squares
se 66 xx.
12:30 3 Match
...
•-:- '••••v• Game 9 30 Hillbillies
11,00 Jeopardy
Movie
10:30 That Girl
10:00 Fam. Affair I:"
11:30 W.W-W
11:00 Bewitched
2:57 News
10:30 Love-Life
11:55 News
1130 Barbara
11:00
Where Heart"
a Movie Game
12:00 Nows
11:45 Sewing
3:30 McHale
11:25 News
12:15 Pastor
11:55 C. Duvall
4:00
Box
11:30 Search
12:30 Reafetglwirw
12:00 My ChitOrol4 .
Soso
Farm
Plc. 4.00
;
12:55 Calendar 12:30 Make-Deal
12:00
Gary
5
00
12:05 News
1:00 Lives
1:00 Newlyweds
5:10 Bill Dance
12:20 Weather
1:30 Dating
140 Doctors
12:30
World Turns 5:57 News
2:00 Gen.
Hosp.
2:00 World
1:00 Love
Many 6,00 Movie
2:30 One Life
2:30 promise
1:30 Guiding Light ? 00 Peach Bowl
/..ere'Verrtsktet 3:00 Password
10 - 00 Creat. Feat.
Storm
Sec.
2:00
3:30 Love Am
3:30 Popeye
10 - 30 Movie
2:
.30 Edge-Night
4:00 Jeannie
4:00 Gilligan
1•
1 00 Sports
4:30 Green
Acres 3:00 Lassie
4.• 30 Dan Boone 5:00 News
Virginian
4:00
.,..
.
6:00 News
5:30 News
6,00 Griffith. '
6:30 Accent
6:30 Primus
6:30 Goldiggers
7:00.F. WilSon
7:00 Smith 8. Jones 7:00 Bearcats
1:00.1rOnside
COO Report Par* .
9,00.D. Martin 8:00 Longstret
, 9:00 Marshall
9:00 Adventure
10:00.News
10:00 News
10:00 . News
10:30 Tonight
10:30 Basket
10:30.Griffin
12.00 Covet?
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America is bulging with religion in quantity, but it is of uncertain quality.
"In a complex world, many
are seeking simple answers,"
he said in a yearend review. Of
the youth groundswell, he said
that •like all mass movements,
this one combines the elements
both of hope and heresy."
The nation's youth culture,
which has varied from quietism
to tumultuous protest to psychedelic escapism to cultish
conformity in dress and speech,
displayed its new religious bent
in sundry ways.
Most visible and audible was
the Jesus movement, cropping
up throughout the country, in
communes and Bible-study
meetings. The underground
Jesus press grew to about 50
papers, produced for and by
youths.
"Excesses and defects" exist
in the movement, including
band-wagon faddism, says its
roving historian, Edward Plowman. But he concludes in a.
book, "The Jesus Movement,"
that it has the vitality to
"change the world."
Along with it, and sometimes
including backing from regular
church youth groups, Jesus festivals in many communities
drew thousands of young
people, sometimes tens of thousands.
Broadway blossomed with
hits about Jesus-"Godspell"
and "Jesus Christ-Superstar."
Night clubs took up the theme,
and the word, _"Jesus," decorated dirty T-shirts.
Colleges and universities continued to expand their offerings
of religious courses, a trend going on for a decade, and demand for the classes continued
to rise.
Aside from these intellectual
pursuits, there was a growing
fascination with the occult,with
parapsychology, astrology and
charms,as well as with eastern
meditative disciplines and Oriental religions.
Youth followers of Ramakrishna, in saffron wrappers,
went through city streets, chanting their prayers.
Other major religion stories
of 1971:
-Indictment of six persons,
Including three Roman Catholic
priests, an ex-priest and a nun,
on federal charges of plotting
to kidnap a presidential aide
and blow up a federal heating
system in protest against the
Vietnam war.
-Studies commissioned by
U.S. Catholic bishops at a cost
of $500,000 showed most priests
favor optional celibacy-but the
bishops and a worldwide Synod
in Rome insisted that the celibacy requirement must be
maintained.
-Religious forces-Catholic,
Protestant and Jewish-joined
in opposition to help defeat a
to
proposal
congressional
amend the U.S. Constitution to
allow public schools to sponsor
"nondenominational" devotations.
-Homosexuals came out in
the open in their demand for
full acceptance in the churches.
In New York, San Francisco
and elsewhere, they organized
their own congregations.
-The U.S. Supreme Court
knocked out state plans in

L\

LITTLE

FuNN`r.

Rhode Island and Pennsylvania
for subsidizing salaries of parochial school teachers, blocking
similar plans in 15 other states
and increasing financial pressures on a shrinking system of
church schools.
-United Presbyterians and
American Baptists elected
women to their top offices, and
the Lutheran Church in America and American Lutheran
Church ordained their first
women ministers.
-The Presbyterian Church
U.S. (Southern) squeaked
through a touchy convention
without a threatened split, but
_rime disgruntled forces in the
Church still were planning on
it.
-Another Roman Catholic
bishop, Bernard M. Kelly of
Providence, R.I., resigned from
the episcopacy, protesting its
rigidity. He was the second
bishop in this country to do so.
-The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod-turned aside pro
pose's by its president, the
Rev. Dr. J. A. 0. Preus, to
clamp unprecedented, new restrictions on doctrinal interpretation.
-.John Cardinal Krol of
Philadelphia, often called a
conservative, was elected president of the National Council of
Catholic Bishops, succeeding a
moderately liberal bishop, John
Cardinal Dearden of Detroit.
-Southern Baptists had more
trouble with putting their beliefs in print. At the behest of
their convention, another Bible
scholar was recruited to rewrite an Old Testament commentary along conservative
lines, but protests arose when
officials blocked a teaching
manual because of its promo
Lion of racial integration.
Nominal confusion
BERRIEN SPRINGS, Mich.
(UPI) - There are four reasons
why there is a lot of confusion
Ill Lawson Residence Hall at
Andrews University and they
all have the same name - Deborah Harris.
Getting the right Deborah
Harris for a phone call, or
messages, presents a problem
and complications. One is a
nursing major,another a history
major and two are physical
therapy students.
Skeeters get tough
ISLAMABAD (UPI) -- Mosquitoes have won a victory over
DDT in northern Pakistan and
scientists are searching for an
alteniatime insecticide to combat th/ malaria carriers.
Studies showed that the mosquitoes no longer were affected
by DDT in 90 percent of the
area of Punjab, 100 per cent of
Sind and 60 percent of the
Nortbise,t Frontier provinces

Four-footed fall guys
CHICAGO (UPI)
Of all
I he an iiisands of a
I species
throughout the world, man ha,
been able to convince only a
half-dozen to do much work.
For centuries, according to
Encyclopaedia Flritannica, the
principal work animals have
been horses, rattle. water buffalo, camels, llamas and elephants.

Crossword Puzzle
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NANCY
THIS IS
UNUSUAL
ALPHABET
SOUP
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Classified Ads

NO SENSE APPolusr
FO' TI-OAT TV JOBIT'LL
MOIM&RO
NO DOUBT-
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-1043.00
Scrlakl
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_
a
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-65,000
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4.
4
r47
44111JV
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<zsci_
caries

1 Discharged
a gun
5 Snatch
9 Lock opener
12 Evergreen tree
13 Depend on
14 Poem
15 Conjunction
16 Haul with
effod
18 Organ of
hearing
20 Preposition
22 Oriental nurse
24 Cried
27 Classify
29 Waste metal
31 Macaw
32 Instruct
34 Is mistaken
36 Plural ending
37 small stream
39 Having least
color
41 Alternating
current (abbr )
42 Deposited
44 Hobgoblin
45 Man's
nickname
47 Hard wood
49 Small lumps
50 Strike
52 Fat
54 Prefix down
SS Also
57 Baseball team
59 Symbol for
nitOn
61 Room in harem
63 Unit of
electrical
measurement
65 Ceremony
67 Click beetle
68 Negative votes
69 Otherwise

3 Preposition
4 Spread for
drying
5 Apothecary's
weight (pl
6 Feast
7 Man's
nickname
8 Secondary
9 Country of Asia
10 Man's
nickname
11 Old pronoun
17 Sun god
19 ExClamation
21 Spoken
23 Musical
instrument
25 Chief
executives
26 Experiences
7 Strips of
leather
28 Cash drawer
30 Snatch
33 Tidy
I

3

4

11
i5

2,

35
38
40
43
46
48
51
53

Sluggish
Bound
Mild expletive
Fragile
Mongolian
Intertwines
River in Italy
Printer s
measure
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State has duty
to boost worship
By FATHER LESTER
Copley News Service
Dear Father Lester:
The American Civil Liberties
Union has informed school
Southern
in
authorities
California that any display of
cribs, crosses, Nativity scenes
or other symbols of religious
origin menace the separation
of church and state and violates
the Constitution.
In all fairness, don't you
agree?
Hubert K.
Dear Hubert:
The rights of men flow from
God, not from the state. The
state has a duty in justice to
keep that truth before the eyes
of its citizens in order to
safeguard ideologically their
freedom. For that reason, if for
no other, -it has Is duty to
promote the reveRnce and
worship of God.
The pluralistic community,
though, must be impartial in its
promotion of religion. It must
not favor one religion over
another. Yet, necessarily, it
will have more frequent and
more impressive occasions on
which to honor the religions
whose adherents are more
numerous; there will be
hospitals,
schools
and,
perhaps, temples to help
dedicate and holy days to mark
with respect.
Christmas, of course, is a big
holy day for Christians who are
by far the most numerous of all
people in the United States.
Hence, the demands of the
American Civil liberties Union
for deleting any reference to
the religious origin of the day
not only oppose the duty of the
state to promote religion but
would stifle education. The
demands resemble those of a
wild-eyed, soapbox-in-the-park
atheist.

V

obligation to respect their
position so far as it can. But it
must be able to get a unified
effort from its citizens; it
cannot allow each to choose at
his own discretion how, when
and where he will serve and
still remain a community.
Ordinarily, the community
can deal-mine with a fair
degree of certainty those who
by religion or philosophical
conviction are true pacifists
and can allow them to serve in
other ways than in the shooting
part of war. I doubt, though,
that the community can permit
conscientious objection against
particular wars. It seemingly
would face the impossible task
of sorting out those who are
frauds from those who are
sincere; and among the latter,
those who have an inadequate
knowledge of the issues and
who with a bit more knowledge
would agree with the community, and those who truly
are more in tune with justice
than the community is.
The COs against particular
wars must stand their ground
but be willing, it seeitis to me,
to accept the penalty for opposing the community directive.

Ja

- ml
We
hope

Address all questions to
Father Lester, Copley News
Service, P. 0. Box 190, San
Diego, Calif. 92112. Enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

years

Big Bomb
Is Used
In Vietnam

Central

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - A
Dear Father Lester:
A woman in Illinois sued a relatively new bomb, which
gun shop for selling a pistol to kills everything within a radius
her husband while he was of 3,290 feet, is being used by
drunk. He paralyzed her with a the U.S. Air Force in Southeast
shot in the neck and then killed Asia, two scientists say.
himself. She won her judgment
Dr. E. W. Pfeiffer, a zoologist
against the shop. But to me it at the University of Montana,
doesn't seem fair to the and Dr. Arthur H. Westing,
shopkeeper.
biology department chairman
Gun Shop Owner at Windham College in Putney,
Dear Owner:
Vt., claim the bomb was develCircumstances must be oped for "the instant creation
considered. If the shopkeeper of clearings in dense jungle
could foresee that the pistol which can be used as landing
would be used unjustly, then
zones for assault helicopters."
morally he is not free to
The scientists who visited
cooperate by selling the
weapon Can the law enforce South Vietnam last summer,
that morality' Can it prove added they have learned the
beyond a reasonable doubt that weapon has been used as an
the shopkeeper knew the pistol antipersonnel weapon, a fact
would be used unjustly? confirmed by a high official in
Perhaps. But I suspect that the U.S. embassy in Saigon.
convictions would be hard to They said they were told by the
Air Force the bomb was used
get.
two or three times a week.
Dear Father Lester:
In Washington a Pentagon
Is it morally wrong to lead spokesman said the bomb has
children to think there's a been used for some time and
Santa Claus? Isn't it a lie?
there has been no secret about
Sally N. it. The bomb's concussion efDear Sally:
fects serve to knock down trees
Seemingly, no harm is done. and other growth which otherThe ordinary child does not wise would require "the
inrespect his parents' truth- sertion of personnel
and equipfulness less when he discovers
ment prior to helicopter asSanta is his father. He usually
sault," he said.
outgrows the fiction harmlessly
The two scientists presented
and enjbys carrying it on with
younger brothers and sisters. their report on the bomb MonThere must be harm in a day in a paper entitled "Impact
"lie" before it is morally evil. of Modern Weaponry Development on the Human EnvironComedians, for instance, often
ment in Indochina." The paper
exaggerate and "lie": their
jokes are not immoral for that was read at the American Association for the Advancement
reason.
of Science's 138th annual meeting here.
Dear Father Lester:
I can see how a conscientious
They said they visited Vietobjector against all wars could
nam in August on a mission for
be freed from carrying a rifle the Scientists Institute for Pubin the service.
lic information, a group based
But does a person have a
in New York whose current
right to CO status against a
president is anthropologist Marparticular war' I've heard both
garet Mead.
pro and con.
The weapon is designated the
Joseph ('. BLU 82B
general perpose high
Dear Joseph:
explosive concussion bomb, 4.5 •
People have a moral
feet in diameter, over 11 feet
obligation to refuse service in a
war against their conscience. long and weighing 15,000
pounds. Within a thin steel case
And the community has an
are 12,600 pounds of a dense
blasting agent made up of amoJUDGF: ON A PASS
niurn nitrate, aluminum powder
STANTON. Mo
API
Whenever Larry Davis visits and a binding agent, the sciMeramec Caverns on U S 66. entsts said .
staffers sing out. • Here Comes
The two men said they
The .Judge •
learned the bomb has been
Davis was a cave guide there used in Laos and Cambodia, as
for nine years He is now magwell as South Vietnam, and
istrate of Franklin County He dded that it
is used to cut eneand his family visit the cave
my roads in mountainous areas
often as his father-in law is Lesby creating landslides
ter B' Dill. cave owner
The bomb is detonated just
above the ground, simultaThe hard way
neously at both ends to eteate a
S'FIN. Tex.(ITO l:,-ii.
radial concussion, which leaves
•
lif 1..xas officials cellno crater but blows away all
mate that six out of every 10
trees and other obstructions
slItdcills at Ihr schools hind il
even in heavy jungle to create
necessary ii, gui part-timi: jobs
a clearing about the size of a
to make it Ilindigh schtod.
football field, they said.
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NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

CURTIS
mATHES

Serving American Homes Since 1899

January Factory Authorized

SALE!
COLOR

PICTURE TUBE

EIGHT YEAR

WARRANTY
12 yrs. slumlord; 6 yn. pro-rolod)

WORtD•S
..8•GEIT

COLOR
.CTUld
7
.;s
r
-

WORWS tAllritS7

COLOR

--7rucelir

"•

$ 4

or,

NOTICE

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

In accordance with Kentucky WANTED: NURSES Aides - WANTED: EXPERIENCED
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and Cook. Ages 25-65. Good working babysitter to keep baby in my
place, home, 8:30 to 4:00.
Small
25.200. Notice is hereby given conditions.
Must furnish
that a report of final settlement averages 24 patients. Phone own transportation. Beginning
of accounts was on December 27, Meadoview Retirement Nome, January 3. Phone 753-4012. D30C
*
D30C
1971 filed by Robbie Brandon, 345-2116.
Administratrix of the estate of
Sally Crider, Deed and that the
same has been approved by the
Calloway County Court and ordered filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person desiring to
file any exception thereto will do
so on or before January 24, 1972
or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 27 day of
December, 1971.
By Marvin Harris, County Court
Clerk, Calloway County,
tacky
1TP
Judith Ainley, D. C.

* SUITS AND SPORT COATS
* Wools and Corduroys - Good Selections -

4 All Sizes - Regular and Longs • Latest Styles
.

BOY WANTED
FOR

*SLACKS
4+

aleSd
ta-uPc
CasuR
etd- Flare
0%
res
Leg -,
All Sizes - Good Selection

Reduced 50% *

*PANTS

4+
Dress - Wool - Flare Leg
%, Reduced 50% *-

PAPER
SWEATERS
KNIT PULLOVER SHIRTS
ROUTE
THE LEDGER& TIMES *DRESS SHIRTS
Pullover - All Kinds -

it

YOUR CHOICE
Reg
629"
SAVE
saps
with Qualified trade

- Many Models To Choose From -

We appreciate your patronage in the past nine years, and
hope we can have the same friendly relationship for many
years to come.
"HAPPY NEW YEAR TO YOU AND YOURS!!"

Phone 753-5865

Central Shopping Center

In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is 4hereby given
that a report of final settlement of
accounts was on December 27,
1971 filed by Burma McDaniel,
Executrix of the estate of Rubin
Dees McDaniel, Deed and that
the same has been approved by
the Calloway County Court and
ordered filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person desiring to
file any exception thereto will do
so on or before January 27, 1972
or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 27 day of
December, 1971.
By Marvin Harris,County court
Clerk, Calloway County, Kentucky.
ITP
Judith Ainley, D. C.

+} Wools and Orions

• ---

Reduced 50%

4+
4+

4+

41+ Good Selection

*

Reduced 50%

Gant - Sero - Shapely - Oxford
All Colors
* Stripes and Solids - Good Selection All Sizes
25% Off
One Group
*
it

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

C:ollegikop
TUXEDO RENTA.L

*
*
* TIES
*
*

I

One Group

$2.00

Good Selection

*SHOES & BOOTS
*

each

One Group

50% Off
1 Group

In accordance with Kentucky SERVICES OFFERED
by
Bostonian
"Yumbos Are Dressed To
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
additions,
home
your
ALL
CALL
FOR
Two
Use
Be Juicy"
25.200: Notice is hereby given
alterations, remodeling, etc.
4+
60c
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING!
Napkins.
that a report of final settlement
Free Estimates. Phone 753•
27,
December
on
of accounts was
TFC
TRIANGLE INN
IMMEDIATELY!
1971 filed by Thomas J. Smith, 6123.
753 4953
Adm. of the estate of Ruth BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
Angelo, Deed and that the same also bank gravel, fill dirt and
44. Across From MSU Library Bank Americard
Ceen•/••• 'let-es-war/es
CHRISTMAS? WHY not a
has been approved by the topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or
IRVIcE
Owiltli4OURS
tank
septic
on
ESTIMATE
FREE
Shapemakers Gift Certificate.
TFC
Calloway County Court and or- 354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
D3ONC installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
Phone 753-2962.
BILL'S MOBILE Homes is of- 1967 CHEVROLET MOTOR 327.
dered filed to lie over for ex214 m tSal,
&
ELECTRIC
fering these two Christmas Also automatic transmission and
ceptions. Any person desiring to HARRY'S
specials. Two bedroom 12' wide, cap for 1967 Chevrolet. See H. B.
file any exception thereto will do Maintenance. No job 1_4 too small.
ks•t1.11A.s.%.‘
4kk‘Ss%
1108
rates.
so on or before January 24, 1972 Reasonable
$3750.00. Three bedroom double Turner, 107 South 14th Street or
Sycamore,phone 753wide, $6995.00. Plus a lot full of phone 753-6426.
or be forever barred.
D3OP
and
heat.
rent
electric
for
10x50',
TRAILERS
TRAILER,
HORSE
JanuaryllNC
Witness my hand this 27 day of 2967.
three miles from Murray. Phone sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray, nice mobile homes. 3900 South
Beltine Righway, Paducah,
December, 1971.
D29C Kentucky. Phone Max at 7537534231,
By Marvin Harris, County Court CARROLL'S PLUMBING &
SPAGHETTI SPECIAL
ITC Kentucky. Phone 443-6150. D30C
9131.
Clerk, Calloway County, Ken- Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone
Thursday
BIRD Dog. Male,
one bedroom
POINTER
EXTRA
NICE
tucky.
J 12C
489-2295.
DUPLEX FURNISHED ef- fifteen months old. Has been
All You Gaiii Fat
block
apartment,
furnished
•
1TP
Judith Ainley D. C.
•
•
from college. Couples only. Nu ficiency apartment Twin beds, hunted. Guaranteed not to be gun
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
TRIANGLE INN
pets. Electric heat and an- con- air conditioned. Water is fur- shy. Reason for selling, don't
753In accordance with Kentucky hoe work. Phone Rex Camp,
nished. 913 Coldwater Road. have the time to completely 4E6
753or
753-9135
Phone
ditioner.
TFC
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and 5933.
D31C train. Phone 753-6030 after 5:00 LOFTY PILE, free from soil is
TFC Phone 753-5051.
4478.
• 25.200: Notice is hereby given
TFNC the carpet cleaned with Blue
p.m.
and
DO
alterations.
WILL
sewing
that a report of final settlement of
trailer, $50.00
BEDROOM
TWO
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
accounts was on December 27, Prices reasonable. Phone 753- TWO BEDROOM trailer, located per month. Phone 489-2595. D31C
D31C
$1. Big K.
D3OP
7341.
or
753-1950
Smith,
Rudolph
1971 filed by
near 5 Points. Phone
on ALL
OFF
TOO
D29C HOUSE AT 9th and Sycamore.
Adm. of the estate of Ivl Crass,
STAMPER COAL Company has
753-3471.
Dec'd and that the same has been WILL DO babysitting in my
plenty of 7x4 washed lump and
furnace. $8000 per month.
Gas
approved by the Calloway County home, any hours desired. ExNo. 6 oil treated stoker coal. The
J5C
&
TV
753-3018.
MUSIC
Phone
Dining
LEACH'S
House,
NICE 3 bedroom
•
is cheaper. Stamper Coal
Court and ordered filed to lie over perienced, rates reasonable.
best
•
Quiet
Center
J4C room, Den, Garage,
Dixieland
501 West Broadway,
for exceptions. Any person Phone 753-4548.
Company,
location„ $140.00 per month.
to file any exception
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Mayfield, Kentucky. Phone 247Call
January,
• desiring
Available early
J5C
thereto will do so on or before WANTED: OFFICES to clean
TFC
MAKE BEATEN down carpet 1808.
•
• January 24, 1972 or be forever during evenings. Will do ex- 753-9917 after 6 p.m.
SMALL FARM: good location; nap at doorways bright and fluffy
future investment.
cellent cleaning. Phone 753barred.
with blue Lustre. Rent new.
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom business or
Murray, ap- again
D31C
East
4618.
Witness my hand this 27 day of
FOR RENT OR SALE
duplex, 1601 College Farm Road. One mile
shampooer $1. Western
electric
acres pasture.
December, 1971.
Home of "The Wishing
$75.00 per month with $50.00 proximately 10
Auto,
water.
house,
By Marvin Harris, County Court YOUNG MAN with five years deposit. Phone 753-5792 after 5:00 Hog wire fencing, stables,
029C THREE BEDROOM
Well".
large
house,
bath,
room,
room
inventory
7
living
kitchen,
in
e
older
experienc
KenClerk, Calloway County,
J8P Cozy
p.m.
management desires position in
modern. For appointment call KINGSTON BASS guitar and lot. Near school. 317 Irvan. Phone
tucky.
"Home of All You Can Eat" aeN
TFC
and
Ls•
436-2173.
1TP or around Murray area. Phone
Judith Ainley, D.C.
amplifier in good condition. Will 753-8175 between 9:00
D31C
Highway 641 N Murray, Ky.
4:00.
Johnny Parker, 753-5316 or 435electric
sell or trade for good
APARTMENTS.
D30C FURNISHED
753-4 14 1
D31C'
In accordance with Kentucky 5312.
4374493.
Phone
guitar.
nine
bathroom
located
Sale,
Living room, kitchen,
FARM FOR
LOST & FOUND
k.kNi.s.k‘S• %%%%
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
411.
S•
with shower and bath. One or two miles east of Princeton, Ken
•\ 'We?'
AUTOS rOft SALE
Poodle
25.200: Notice is hereby given
Toy
LOST, FEMALE English Setter,
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- tucky, 16 miles north of AKC REGISTERED
.dta report of final settlement of
Street, phone Hopkinsville on Highway 91. 104 puppies, 7 weeks old. Also one brown and white, has collar with
16th
South
ments,
two
.
MONTERY
1959
MERCURY
accounts was on December 27,
030( acres more or less; two story Boston Terrier. Phone 753If You
telephone number 753-5525.
Phone 753- 753-6609.
D31C Please call 753-4451 or 753CALL
1971 filed by Donald R Tucker, door sedan, $150.00.
6379.
and
burley
timber;
house;
brick
D29C
Administrator of the estate of 9242,
TFC
base; close to church, on
1347.
furnished corn
and
that
ROOM
Deed
U.
Tucker,
Hiram
THREE
mail route.
and
Call . . .
bus
school
Rebuilt
clean
to
IVE
the same has been approved by 1962 VOLKSWAGEN,
apartment, carpeting, garbage Contact Mrs. Bertha Kerr, IT'S INEXPENS
IMMEDIATELY I
753rugs and upholstery with Blue
FOR SALE OR TRADE
the Calloway County Court and engine, new brakes. Phone
disposal and lots of closets. Can Princeton, Kentucky 365D30C
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
to lie over for ex- 4048.
Owen's Food Market, 6504
filed
ordered
at
seen
be
J12C
Between 6:00 p.m.
J4C
$1. Begley Drug Store, Central 12'x72' TRAILER, THREE
1407 West Main.
ELEXTROLUX SALES & Ser- ceptions. Any person desiring to
J4C
Center.
do
will
thereto
bedroom, all electric, 20' living
50'x28' THREE BEDROOM Shopping
and 7:00 p.m. In The vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. file any exception
with Mag wheels,
1970
DATSUN
furnished
ROOM
room,200 amp. box and pole, plus
home, large lot, carport, utility
phone 382-2468, Far- so on or before January 24, 1972 air conditioned. Take over THREE
Sanders,
Evening
apartment. All utilities fur- room, separate dining room, eat BELTONE FACTORY fresh porches and underpenning. Will
TFC or be forever barred.
Kentucky.
mington,
D30P
474-2375.
Phone
payments.
If you know your route
nished. $90.00 per month. If in- in kitchen. Panorama Shores. hearing aid batteries for all make sell reasonable. Phone 492Witness my hand this 27 day of
boy's number, please call
D30C Price $13,000. 436-5585.
D30C
phone 753-5870.
1971.
terested
December,
D30C hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. D29C 8371.
birds,
Fish,
SHOP.
641 PET
him first. If you get no
Court
County
speed.
Harris,
By
Marvin
pigs
4
H.P.,
guinea
400-350
hamsters,
GTO
1967
puppies,
results then call John
D apartment, TWO BEDROOM frame house, YOU SAVED and slaved for wall 1968 PONTIAC GTO, has power
and supplies. Phone 753-1862 or Clerk, Calloway County, Ken- Extra clean. Extra sharp. Phone NICE FURNISHE
Pasco , Jr at the above
031P close to campus. Phone 753electric heat, carpets, one car to wall carpet. Keep it new with steering, brakes and vinyl roof.
January27C tucky.
753-6121.
753-9457.
number during the hours
TFC garage. Also 40" electric range, Blue Lustre. Rent electric
1TP
Judith Ainely, D. C.
6564.
Good etindition. Financing
listed
D30C shampooer $1. Murray Home & available. Phone 753-1222. D3OP
avocado. Phone 753-5898.
•
D31C
Auto Store.
CALL
COUNTRY HOME for rent,
ALDWIN PIANOS and organs
FOR I.F.ASE
located five miles southwest of BY OWNER: Three bedroom HOSPITAL BEDS, $24.95,
or rent or sale. Rent applies to
living
full
two
bedrooms,
room,
family
large
4th
Three
brick,
Murray.
urchase. Lonardo Piano Co.,
Simmons beds with springs. Twin 20'x60' BUILDING. 307 North
room, kitchen, utility room and baths, double garage, fenced size,'46.00. Bunk beds, $14.88. Street. Central heat and air, off
IMMEDIATELY
cross from Post Office, Paris,
patio, central heat and air,
753-5881 for
modern bath. Phone 753D31C
ennessee.
Country Boy Stores, the Army street parking. Phone
North of
,D30C fireplace. Phone 753-7643, D31C
D30C
8609.
information.
Auction Sale every Friday night on 641, 3 miles
from
miles
9
Folks,
Surplus
everything from
Paris. This week we have,two big loads of
Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky INVITATIONS ACCEPTED
odds and ends
St. Louis. Lots of glass,furniture and antiques,
D29C
furnished
117 and Kentucky 164.
ROOM
MILWAUKEE (UPI) -OffiTHREE
every
BUY
dollar
TO
WANT
Eisenhower
an
away
give
of all kinds. Will also
Private bath and
of the Milwaukee Basketcials
apartment.
a
win
will
someone
hour of the sale. At the end of the sale
inlike new. ball Classic announced Monday
For
CORNET,
S
entrance.
REYNOLD
private
00
get a $5
Phone 4
$5.00 bill. Also the person who buys the most will
D29C that Yale and Rice have
J4P WANT TO BUY Milo.
753-2217.
formation phone 753-5351.
D31 Phone
8644.
bill free. Open Thursday nights. Come and Look.
accepted invitations to play in
_
_
Street
304 Main
----rTake
next season's 10th annual
along a sack full
TWO BEDROOM brick duplex.
tournament.
WANT TO 'BUY; logs and
Ham on a Biscuit
Country
Ceramic tile bath with shower,
Marquette and Wisconsin will
standing timber. Also have for
$.25 or 4 for $.89.
- This Week Only plenty parking space. Couples sale lumber and sawdust.
the host teams in the
be
TRIANGLE INN
only. $100.00 per month. Phone 'Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
scheduled for Dec.
tournament
S
FREEZER REFRIGERATORS
753 4953
J4('
753-6931.
TFC 029-30.
753-4147
Phone
753-1966
ETC. Phone
4..••

gif}rr

753-3120

50% Off

.:
Co ge Shop
:l
Thele

753-3242

We appreciate your
business for the
past year and look
forward to serving
you during the coming
year.

99'

We Will Be

IMSSTE:CV

AP) - A
mb, which
thin a radius
trig used by
in Southeast
say.
r, a zoologist
of Montana,
H. Westing,
t chairman
e in Putney,
b was devel• nt creation
ense jungle
as landing
elicopters."
who visited
st summer,
learned the
used as an
pon, a fact
h official in
in Saigon.
e told by the
b was used
a week.
a Pentagon
bomb has
e time and
secret about
ncussion efk down trees
which otherre "the in1 and equiplicopter as-

n, 1971
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TV SERVICE CENTER
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PAGE FIFTEEN

LPs

OPEN

December 31, January 1
and January 2

Taptailfo Kitrirn

i

Miss Your Paper

753-3120

753-7278

753-3120

AUCTION SALE

MONTGOMERY-WARD
SALES AGENCY

10% OFF

ALL IN STORE ITEMS

AIR-CONDITIONERS -

Auctioneers .
Shorty McBride, No. 247
James E. Travis, No. 278

WEDNESDAY—DECEMBER 29, 1971

THE LEDGER & TIMES — Mt_ BRAY, KENTUCKY

PACE SIXTEEN

South Carolina Advances
With Boston College Win

Kentucky World News In Brief .. Support Seen For
News Briefs
Tourist Attraction
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
SAIGON ( AP) — The heaviest American air attack on
North Vietnam in more than
three years continued for the
fourth day today with no letup
in sight.
U.S. diplomatic sources reported that the armada of 350
planes and helicopters flew
more than 500 attack strikes
and hundreds more support
missions in the first 31,2 days of
the round-the-clock bombing
that began Sunday.
The U.S. Command refused
to comment on the report of the
number of strikes flown,
Hanoi's claims of planes shot
dowrior its report that the raiders had killed or wounded
many civilians. The command
said that for security reasons it

would disclose no details of the
operation until it was completed.

By HAL BOCK
faced most of the night and go icz contributed 21 points to the By [HE ASSOCIATED PRESS
RAWALPINDI (AP) — A
Associated Press Sports Writer for the good shot, you're not go- Ram attack and Ken Charles
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Pakistani newspaper reported
free
of
pair
a
in
college
dropped
When you've coached
Less than one-third of the eliing to have a high-scoring
today that former President
throws with 30 seconds left, gible voters turned out Tuesday
basketball as long as Frank game."
Agha Mohammed Yahya Khan
overtime. to elect Kenneth Wood, a
McGuire and Bobby Knight
In the other first round game forcing the game into
is under house arrest and will
of
game
consolation
little
the
notice
the
In
have, you
Democrat, as a. delegate to the
of the Old Dominion tournaremain under detention during
classic, State House of Representatives.
things.
ment, Old Dominion walloped the Astro-Bluebonnet
an inquiry into his wartime
winless Louisiana State was
McGuire noticed some famil- Rice 114-86.
The special election was held
leadership.
fouls
technical
five
with
tagged
Tuesday
iar faces watching
to pick a successor to William
Second-ranked Marquette
The Daily New Times said
night as his third-ranked South won the Milwaukee Classic, ed- and bowed to Texas A&M 73-68. Curtin Jr. as Franklin County's
Yahya, who dropped from sight
Carolina Gamecocks charged ging No. 17 Marshall 74-72 in Jeff Overhouse led the Aggies delegate.
when Zulfikar All Bhutto reinto the finals of the Quaker the title game. It was the with 26 points.
Wood,39, received 3,996 votes
placed him as president, has
ejected
Smith
Referee Bob
City Basketball Tournament by fourth straight tourney title for
while his Republican foe, Louis
continued to live in the presiLSU Coach Press Maravich, Stivers, received 1,621. G. N.
ripping Boston College 86-64.
the host Warriors.
dential residence since his rescon- Brunnhoeffer, an independent,
three
with
him
tagging
And Knight noticed Brigham
Lackey
and
Allie
Bob
ignation last week. The report
minfinal
the
fouLs
,
in
Young's zone and knew the McGuire combited to convert secutive
received 98 votes.
said he would be moved to a
only way to beet it was a delib- 17 of 19 second half free throws ute of the first half. Then, conWood is a Franklin County
private residence in Rawalerate offense that went only for and the foul line accuracy secutive technicals against LSU native, chairman of the county
pindi.
game
the
minute
of
final
the good shot. So that's the way doomed Marshall. McGuir's in the
Democratic party, and a twohis seventh ranked Indiana club last two free throws with 17 gave Overhouse two more free term member of the Frankfort
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Top
whipped eighth-rated BYU 61-50 seconds left, gave Marquette a throws which he converted to City Commission.
Pentagon officials are studying
away.
game
in the opening round of the Old four-point edge and clinched put the
the possibility of drafting young
"The only thing I can say,"
Dominion Classics
SCOTTSVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
the victory. Lackey finished
men into the Army National
Tom Riker, 6-foot-10 senior, with 23 points to top the War- said Referee Smith, -is that the The sale of $400,000 in hospital
Guard.
Coach
it.
started
coach
LSU
and Danny Traylor, 7-foot soph- riors.
bonds to the United Municipal
There are some legal and poname, Investment Corp. of Memphis,
omore, led South Carolina to an
Fifth-ranked Southern Cali- Maravich, isn't that his
litical hangups, but guard
early 22-8 bulge against over- fornia was jolted by No, 14 was moaning about inconsist- Tenn., was approved Tuesday
sources say the draft may be
matched BC, combining for 15 Penn 88-67 in the ciiening round ency. I struck a technical on by Allen County Fiscal Court.
Mrs. Polly Simms of 409 the only way to bolster a sagme
'Give
points in the early surge.
The money will be used for Cherry Street, Murray, was
of the Kodak Classic, Phil Han- him and he said,
gin; but critical part of the naThe ;Gamecdeks, 7-0, con- _k*aisti,211,-psia‘s and Bob two.' I warned him that the expanaion and improvements at claimed by death Tuesday at tion's military establishment,
him
put
would
technical
third
the Allen County War Memorial 11:30 p.m. at the MurrayQuaktheboarda.V.Agraugtilx-, Morse adateitl&-ior .
For now, they are relying on
7- out of the ,garne and he said, liospRa/ here.
t Boston College was shut ers.
Calloway County Hospital. She
higher pay and other incentives
out completely in offensive
The bonds were approved by was 63 years of age.
lir the other Kodak Classic 'Give me three."
to re-enlistment tit reverse the
Hotiston won the tournament voters in the November elecrebounds in the first half and opener, St. Bonaventure.
The Murray woman is sur- diminishing size of units around
year,
straight
.
for the ninth
trailed by 20 points at the inter- slugged host Rochester 84-60.
tion, following approval of the vived by one daughter, Mrs. the country. Army Guard
State 104-73. project by the U.S. Department
mission.
Controversy dotted play in blasting Michigan
Ann Perry, and one son, strength has dipped to its lowSteve Newsome's 21 points led of Housing and Urban DevelopTaylor finished with 22 points other holiday tournaments.
est level in six years-384,000,
Raymond Simms, Jr., both of
attack.
ment.
and Riker had 15 for SC. Bob
Fordham and Louisville the Cougar
Murray; three sisters, Mrs. 16,000 below the authorized levStanford ripped Valpariaso
Carver added 16 for the gained the finals of the Holiday
Emma Street of Paris, Tenn., el.
Motor City
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A Mrs. Marjorie Milkins of
Gamecocks.
Festival at New York's Madi- 80-66 to capture the
TerClaude
with
Tournament
collective bargaining election Puryear, Tenn., and Mrs.
In other Quaker City semi- son Square Garden with the
KEY BISCAYNE, Fla. (AP)
topping the scheduled today at St. Joseph's
final action, Villanova ran off Rams eliminating Providence ry's 16 points
Genever Brown of Murray; six
— President Nixon today
scorers.
infirmary here has been can- grandchildren; two great turned to his upcoming trips to
12 straight points in the second 77-72 in overtime and the 15thWyoming downed Utah State celled by the National Labor
half and defeated No. 20 Ten- ranked Cardinals whipping St.
grandchildren; eight nieces;
China and the Soviet Union as
92-85 to capture the Utah State Relations Board.
nessee 76-67.
Peters, N.J. 126-80.
two nephews.
prime subjects for the second
Classic.
The postponement came after
Chris Ford's pinpoint passing
Louisville refused to come
and last day of his summit conTonight ( Wednesday) from
Classic's
Far
West
the
In
Local 557 Service Employes, seven to nine p.m, the wake for ference with West German
led the Wildcats' spurt that onto the court until after the
turned a one-point Tennessee National Anthem was played, first round, it was Washington AFL-CIO, lodged an unfair la- Mrs. Simms will be held at the
Chancellor Willy Brandt.
bor practices charge against Union Grove Baptist Church at
lead into an 11-point bulge for citing "superstition," and caus- State 81, Michigan 67; and Ne
Nixon was particularly inter-.
61.
Oregon
Mexico
76,
Extendicare Inc., which owns Puyear, Tenn., where the ested in gaining from the imVillanova.
ing a walkout by veteran GarIn first round play at the Ga- the hospital.
In the Old Dominion Classic, den public address announcer
pressions Brandt pickedup in
funeral is also scheduled for
The union wanted to repre- two p.m. Thursday. Rev, A.T. his meetings last summer with
Indiana's deliberate attack John Condon, who refused to tor Bowl, Illinois rallied for a
Caroover
North
victory
74-72
sent some 255 laundry, dietary,
wore down Brigham Young.
work the game after the inRussian leaders.
will officiate.
lina state anclFlorida breezed dispatch, maintenance and Taylor
Steve Downing scored 23 cident.
The major development from
in the Union
Burial
will
be
points and grabbed 23 rebounds
Ron Thomas' 26 points led to an 87-47 ron over Columbia. housekeeping employes.
Grove Cemetery with the Tuesday's opening rounds was
Illinois
plays
Florida
for
the
for Indiana while Joby Wright Louisville, which won its sevarrangements by the Rutledge a pledge by Nixon to maintain
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Western
Kentucky
Waterland, Inc , a tourist
promotion organization made
up of tourist oriented business
interests in the counties
surrounding Kenticky Lake and
anLake Barkley, today
nounced the results of a
feasibility study for a major
tourist attraction in west
Kentucky.
Hank Lindsey, Executive
Director of the organization,
says the study-conducted by
Leisure Systems, inc., of Fort
Lauderdale, Florida-shows the
area around western Kentucky's main lakes can support
a new major attraction. Lindsey said the study indicates
market support for and the
feasibility of a $2,000,000 plus
investment for a themed outdoor family recreation center to
operate 130 days a year.
"The study proljects first year
attendance of more than 378,000
going to at least 409,000 in three
years,
Lindsey said. "The
proposed project would provide
195 jobs and an annual payroll
of $278,000."
"We are hopeful that a further, more detailed study-one to

Vietnam ...
(Continued from Page 11
Tuesday. A communique said
28 of the enemy were killed
with the help of U.S. air strikes
and 17 weapons were captured.
No South Vietnamese casualties
were reported.
—The LES:Command disclosed
that an -Army 0H6 observation
helicopter was shot down on the
Cambodian side of the border
while supporting the South Vietnamese operation. Two Americans were reported wounded.
It was the 8,063rd U.S. aircraft reported lost in the Indochina war.
In Cambodia, heavy fighting
was reported between Cambodian troops and Communist
forces 46 miles north of Phnom
Penh and 30 miles southeast of
the capital.
The Cambodian command
said the North Vietnamese attacked a government strongpoint at the village of Peam
Chhork, 46 miles north of
Phnom Penh on the Tonle Sap
River. Spokesmen said the enemy was driven back with the
help of allied air strikes.
Southeast of Phnom Perth,
Communist forces were reported to have seized three villages, and the command said
reinforcements were sent there.

determine the site schematic
and conceptual planning-can be
made in the near future. The
two studies together are the
base requirements for putting
together complete financing",
Lindsey added.
"If we can put together such
an undertaking as outlined in
the feasibility study, we feel it
will have a major impact on the
tourism economy of western
Kentucky. While the planned
developement would stand on
its own, it would also mean a
great deal to other attractions
already located in this part of
Kentucky.
As the study points out, "a
new attraction is not only
feasible, but we are convinced
that a quality new attraction
would increase visitations to the
Region and lengthen duration
of stays and consequently add to
per capita spending for all
purpose. Bat, perhaps of equal
importance is our finding that a
professionally designed and
operated attraction would act
catalytically to improve tourist
service throughout the Western
Waterland Region."
Lindsey said, "We want it to
be perfectly clear that this is
only a feasibility study and not
any assurance that such a
project will actually be undertaken. Kentucky's Western
Waterland, Inc., has had the
base reconnaissance study
made to see if such an attraction is feasible."
Leisure Systems, Inc., which
conducted the feasibility study
Kentucky's
Western
for
Waterland, is recognized as one
of the top consulting firms in the
recreation field. The firm and
its president, Elliot, Lewis,
have done work for clients such
as -the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, Holiday Inns
of
sekmericauArtheuser-Busch,
Inc., Walt Disney, Marineland
and Hemi.sFair.
"We are very happy with the
results of the study," Lindsey
noted, "especially since the
figures projected in the report
are realistic. Coupled with a
more detailed study, this first
report will go a long way in
helping us sell the idea of a
theme park development to
some
"Kentucky's Western
Waterland is optimistic about
the future of western Kentucky.
Kentucky Lake and Lake
Barkley do much to make the
future bright. But it will be
through developments such as
this one, the completion of
the apInterstate-24, and
proaching four-clay work week
that really make the future of
tourism in western Kentucky
bright."

Scientists Working To
Blunt Next Flu Outbreak
By FRANK CAREY
the body has built up against
AP Science Writer
their ancestors.
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
When a new virus arrives,
an eye on the calendar as well says Davis, it takes several
as the microscope, scientists months under current methods
are working to blunt the next to isolate it and make vaccines.
thrust of a worldwide influenza "So much time is taken up that
epidemic.
the epidemic is over," he adds.
Major epidemics of the disScientists, whc feel this winease sweep the world about ev- ter flu season will be a "quiet"
ery decade, making the late one, are now following two ave1970s the next danger period. nues toward more effective,
And the danger is real. The more quickly generated vac"Asian Flu" epidemic of 1957- cine.
1958 and the "Hong Kong Flu"
Flu virus microbes, Davis
seige of 1968 brought wide- says, have an "overcoat" of
spread sickness and death in protein antigens, substances
some countries.
which stimulate the formation
To head off the next wave of antibodies, disease fighters
there are new diplomatic in- within the body.
itiatives as well as advances in
"It's our hope that by studythe laboratory.
ing these antigens we might
The government's National identify ones that are signifiInstitute of Allergy and In- cant and then recombine those
fectidus Diseases is working in such a way that we will have
against the clock "with the a vaccine which can be more
hopes that we can „get some useful," says Davis.
better way of handling this—a
Another approach is the "hybetter vaccine, or else some brid virus." When a new
muother method of handling the tant virus strain shows
up, says
disease, maybe even better Davis, it can be
combined with
fdrug treatment," says its di- a known, quick
-growing virus
rector, Dr. Dorland J. Davis.
to shorten dramatically the
Davis recommends present- time needed to
produce a vacday vaccines for such groups cine.
as the elderly and the chroniSources in the scientific comcally ill, but acknowledges that munity say they
are hoping to
they haven't been effective for get at the
suspected source of
the population at large.
the periodic epidemics—southIn the influenza virus, scien- ern China.
tists face a medical quickchange artist that is unlike its
They say privately that reviral relatives such as small- cent trips by American scienpox, measles and poliomyelitis tists to southern China plus
for which successful long-term President Nixon's planned trip
vaccines have been developed.
to the mainland may lead to
New strains, mutations of opportunities for exploration of
known flu virus, keep popping a generally held theory on the
up to slip past the immunity origin of the diseases.
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